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Abstract

The objective of this study is to develop a new methodology for estimating the reliability

of engineering systems that encompass multiple disciplines. The methodology is

formulated in the context of the NESSUS probabilistic structural analysis codel

developed under the leadership of NASA Lev,,is Research Center. The NESSUS code

has been successfully applied to the reliability estimation of a variety of structural

engineering systems. This study examines whether the features of NESSUS could be

used to investigate the reliability of systems in other disciplines such as heat transfer,

fluid mechanics, electrical circuits etc., without considerable programming effort specific

to each discipline. In this study, the mechanical equivalence between system behavior

models in different disciplines are investigated to achieve this objective. A new

methodology is presented for the analysis of heat transfer, fluid flow, and electrical

circuit problems using the structural analysis routines within NESSUS, by utilizing the

equivalence between the computational quantities in different disciplines. This technique

is integrated with the fast probability integration and system reliability techniques within

the NESSUS code, to successfully compute the system reliability of multi-disciplinary

systems. Traditional as well as progressive failure analysis methods for system reliability

estimation are demonstrated, through a numerical example of a heat exchanger system

involving failure modes in structural, heat transfer and fluid flow disciplines.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to develop a methodology to estimate the rellabil-

ity of engineering systems that encompass several disciplines. 'The methodology is

implemented using the NESSUS probabilistic analysis code, which has mostly been

applied exclusively in the discipline of structural engineering. In order to apply

the NESSUS probablistic structural analysis code to analyze a multi-disciplinary

engineering system, the equivalences between system behavior models in different

disciplines are investigated, and the effect of physical interaction among the failure

modes is quantified in this study.

System reliability analysis is a method of estimating the effects of uncertainties

in an engineering system on the probability of successful performance. Usually,

an engineering system consists of multiple subsystems and components, which may

require the knowledge of different disciplines of engineering. Such disciplines may

include structural engineering, mechanical engineering, heat transfer theory, fluid

mechanics, electrical engineering, etc. Such a system is called a multi-disciplinary

engineering system. The reliability analysis of any engineering system usually begins

with the identification and reliability computation of individual failure modes within

the system. Then the reliability analysis of the overall system can be carried out.

Traditk, nally, relia' _tity metho¢._ have primarily concentrated on failures in one
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particular discipline, e.g. structural analysis, not on an overall system which con-

sists of multiple disciplines. Furthermore, conventionalmethods of systemreliability

estimation usually only considerthe statistical correlation betweenindividual failure

events, ignoring the fact that moreoften than not, thoseindividual failure modesalso

havea physical correlation. This leadsto inaccuracyin systemreliability estimation.

The method presentedin this report uniquely computesthe failure probability

interactions betweendifferent modes and overal system failure probability through

the imposition of onefailure mode on another field and reanalysisof the latter. This

method is used to compute the probabilities of critical system failure eventsafter

accounting for the contributing non-critical failure modesin all different fields. How-

ever, it is not an easy task to estimate the reliability interactions betweendifferent

failure modes.The successof sucha method primarily dependson the availability of

effectivereliability tools. The softwaresystem NESSUSdevelopedunder the leader-

ship of NASA LewisResearchCenter is uniquely suited for this purpose. Currently,

this code hasbeen applied primarily to the structural engineeringproblems. In or-

der to perform systemreliability analysisincluding the interactive failure modes,this

study uniquely developsbehavior analogiesbetweenthe structural model and heat

transfer model, and between the structural model and fluid mechanicsmodel. By

doing so, the probability estimation of heat transfer and fluid mechanicsfailures can

be pursuedsimilarly to structural reliability analysis.

The objective of this researchproject is to developa method, using systemrelia-

bility theory, for the reliability estimation of multi-disciplinary engineeringsystems.

The method is implemented on tt:e softwar:=' -;stem NESSUS (Numerical Evalu-
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ation of Stochastic Structures under Stress) developed by NASA Lewis Research

Center. An example application to a three-discipline system involving mechanical

stress-strain behavior, heat transfer and fluid mechanics is provided. In order to

compute the individual failure mode probability of non-structural problems such as

heat transfer and fluid mechanics within NESSUS, it is necessary to develop a new

methodology for the analysis of heat transfer problems using the concept of equiva-

lence between the computational quantities in structural analysis, such as stiffness,

displacement vector, load vector, etc. and similar quantities such as conduction,

temperature distribution and heat flux in heat transfer theory, flow velocity, pres-

sure and flow factor in fluid mechanics. This is the first important contribution of

this study.

The second important contribution is the method for the computation of the

physical dependence of critical failure mode probabilities on non-critical failure modes

in various disciplines. This involves the imposition of the non-critical modes and

reanalysis of the system with appropriate discipline equivalences, for various levels of

progressive damage. The combination of these two ideas - inter-disciplinary analogies

and physical failure mode correlation - makes a reliability analysis program such as

NESSUS very powerful for application to a variety of multi-disciplinary systems.

The concepts and methods discussed above are examined in detail in the next

four chapters of this report. In Chapter II, the basic reliability analysis concepts

for individual component-level and system-level events are reviewed, and their im-

plementation in the NESSUS program is described. In Chapter III, the behavior

analogies between the structural analysis mode] and heat transfer problem, and be-
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tween the structural analysis model and fluid mechanics model are developed. The

finite element numerical examples with NESSUS/FEM are demonstrated for this con-

cept. Chapter IV consists of two major parts: in the first part, the failure probability

analyses for individual events including structural, heat transfer and fluid flow failure

modes are performed using NESSUS; in the second part, the system failure proba-

bility is studied. The effect of non-critical failure events of heat transfer and fluid

mechanics upon a critical structural failure event is investigated, followed by system

reliability analysis with the consideration of physically correlated component-level

events. A numerical example of system reliability analysis of a multi-disciplinary

system consisting of structural, heat transfer and fluid mechanical modes is demon-

strated. The conclusions and recommendations of the study are summarized in

Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Individual failure modes and effects

An engineering system consists of a number of functional components. Before the

system-level analysis begins, the modes of failure for individual components should

be specified. The analyses of the failure modes and effects can be carried out by

starting at the component level and expanding upward to the whole system. A

failure mode is the manner by which a failure is observed. All units in a system are

designed to fulfill one or more functions. A failure is thus defined as non-fulfillment of

one of these functions. Analytically, each failure mode has a corresponding limit sate

which separates the design space into "failure" and "safe" regions. The probability

of failure, 191, is denoted as

P! = P[g < 01 (1)

where g is the value of the performance function g(X). The limit-state is denoted

by the equation g(X) = O.

An exact solution of 191 can be obtained by the integration of the multiple integral

denoted as

P! = _(x)<_ofX(z)dx (2)



where f(X) is the joint probability density function of the vector of uncertain vari-

ables X'.

In general, the solution of this multiple integral is too complicated to obtain.

This is not only because the individual distributions are not always available but

also because the integral is multi-dimensional for a realistic problem and is difficult

to evaluate. Therefore, for practical purposes, efficient approximate analysis tools

are needed.

Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of the flrst-order approximation to the limit state

for an estimate of the failure probability.

The uncertain variables (._) are all transformed to equivalent uncorrelated stan-

dard normal variables (u). The most probable point MPP of the limit state is defined

at the minimum distance/3 from the origin to the limit state surface. Therefore, the

first-order estimate of the failure probability is

Pf = ¢(-_) (3)

where @ is the distribution function of a standard normal variables.

In the NESSUS computer code, this is referred to as the Fast Probability Inte-

gration (FPI) method. The limit state is constructed as:

9 = z(x) - Zo = o (4)
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where Zo is a real value of the random variable Z(X), which is a performance function

or a response function, such as stress, displacement, temperature, etc.

z(x) = z(x,,x2,...,x,,) (5)

where Xi(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are the input random variables.

The NESSUS program searches for the MPP by computing the sensitivities of the

limit state to the random variables using iterative perturbation (in NESSUS/PFEM),

and using these sensitivities to obtain a mean value first order (MVFO) or second-

order (MVSO) estimate of the failure probability (in NESSUS/FPI).

By using a first or second-order Taylor's series expansion around the MPP, u',

the exact g(u)-function is replaced by the first-order polynomial, gx (u),

fL

gx(u) = ao + _ ai(ui - u*) (6)
i=1

or a second-order polynomial, g2(u),

n n n i-1

g2(u) = ao + Y_ a,(ui -- u_) + E bi(ui - u*) 2 + E Y_ Clj(ui - u*)(us - u;) (7)
i=l i=1 i=1 j=l

where the coefficients can be obtained by perturbation.

Once these functions are obtained, the MPP is found. The probability of failure

can be computed easily using Equation 3. This is the mean value first order (MVFO)

estimate of the failure probability. This is improved using the Advanced Mean Value

(AMV) analysis. Point probability estimate is made using specific limits for Z0, and

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is obtained by varying Z0.



Figure 2: Series System Structure

NESSUS/FEM employs innovative finite element technology and solution strate-

gies. It provides a choice of algorithms for the solution of static and dynamic prob-

lems, both linear and nonlinear, together with an interactive perturbation analysis

algorithm to evaluate the sensitivity of the response to small variations in one or

more user-defined random parameters.

NESSUS/FPI (Fast Probability Integrator) is used to evaluate structural response

cumulative distribution functions (CDF). There are two methods in the code, the

first-order reliability method and the advanced first-order reliability method. In gen-

eral, the structural performance or response functions (e.g., stresses, displacements,

vibration frequencies) are implicitly defined and each function evaluation may require

intensive computation. The AMVFO ( Advanced Mean Value First Order) method

reduces the computational burden and is the main probabilistic tool in NESSUS.

NESSUS/PFEM automates the AMV procedure by integrating the FPI code and

the FEM code.
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System and component-level failure modes

After the individual reliability analysis is completed, one then proceeds to the

system or subsystem level analysis. System failure may occur due to a combination

of any of the individual component failure modes. Many physical systems that are

composed of multiple components can be classified as series-connected or parallel-

connected systems, or combinations of series and parallel conditions. Description of

these simple system structures is as follows.

• Series System

A system that is functioning if and only if all of its n components are functioning

is called a series system structure. Fig. 2 illustrates such a system.

If E_ denotes the failure mode i, then the failure of a series system is the event

E! = E_ u E2 u... u E.

Then the failure probability of the system is

(s)

P! = P(E!) (9)

If each failure mode Ei is represented by a limit state g(X) = 0 in basic variable

space, the failure probability can be obtained by the integration denoted as

P! = f,_ex.., f fx(z)dx (10)

10
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Figure 4: Parallel System Structure

where X represents the vector of all the basic random variable (loads, material

properties, etc.) and fl is the domain in X defining failure of the system.

This is defined in terms of the various failure modes as gi(X) <_ O. In two-

dimensional X space, expression (10) is defined in Fig. 3.

• Parallel System

A system that is functioning if at least one of its n components is functioning is

called a parallel system structure. A parallel structure of order n is illustrated in

Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Combined System Structure

In this case,the systemfailure event canbe written

E_= E_ nE2n...nE. (11)

• Combined Series-Parallel System Structure

This refers to systems which are a combination of series and parallel structures.

Fig. 5 shows an example of such systems.

The failure event of this system is written, for example, as

El = [El n(E2u E3)]u E4 (12)

It should be noted that not all engineering systems can be represented simply as

described above. Practical systems may be more complex and need more effort to

model.
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System reliability computation

In NESSUS, two methods have been implemented for system reliability compu-

tation [4]: (1) probabilistic fault tree analysis combined with importance sampling

(Torng et al, 1992) and (2) a structural reanalysis procedure to accurately estimate

the failure regions for various critical failure modes affected by progressive damage

(Mahadevan et al, 1992).

Consider an engineering system subject to a sequence of loads (duty cycles) and

which may fail in any one (or more) of a number of possible failure modes under any

one load in the loading sequence. The total probability of the system failure may

then be expressed in terms of the individual mode failure probabilities as

Pf = P(E_) U P(E2nS_)u P(E3nS2nSI)U P(E4nS3nS__nS1)u... (13)

where E_ denotes the "failure of the system due to failure in ith mode and Si denotes

the complementary "survival event of the ith mode.

Since P(E2N S1) = P(E2)- P(E2 71 El),..., Eq. 13 may be written also as

Pf = P(E,) + P(E2) - P(E1 71 E2) + P(Ea) - P(E_ n E3)

-P(E2 71Ea) + P(E, 71 E2 ;1E3) + ... (i4)

where (El n E2) is the event that failure occurs in both modes 1 and 2, etc.

Since it is not always an easy task to determine the joint probabilities of more

than two failure modes, the following approximation methods can be used to predict

the system reliabilities.
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• First-order bounds

The probability of failure for the system can be expressedas P! = 1 - P(S),

where P(S) is the probability of survival. For independent failure modes, P(S) can

be represented by the product of the mode survival probabilities, or, noting that

P(S,) = 1 - P(Ei), by

n

P! = 1 - II[1 - P(Ei)] (15)

where, as before, P! is the probability of failure in mode i. This result can be shown

to be identical with Eq. 14. It follows directly from Eq. 14 that, if P(Ei) << 1, then

Eq.15 can be approximated by [Freudenthal et al., 1966]

P! = _ P(E,) (16)
i----1

In the case where all failure modes are fully dependent, it follows directly that the

weakest failure mode will always govern system failure, irrespective of the random

nature of the strength. Hence

P! = m:ax[P(E,)] (17)

Equations 15 or 16 and 17 can be used to define relatively crude bounds on

the failure probability of any system of the series types when the failure modes are

neither completely independent nor fully dependent. These are Cornell's first-order

bounds:

r&

max P(E,) < P(UiL1Ei) < _ P(._.) (18)
l<i<n -- --

-" -- i----I

15



• Second-orderbounds

For some practical systems, the above first-order bounds may be too wide to

be meaningful. For more accurate estimation, second-orderbounds have been de-

veloped. There are various second-orderbounds in the literature [Kounias, 1968;

Vanmarcke, 1973; Hunter, 1976; Ditlevsen, 1979]. Cruse et al (1992) derived second-

order bounds which are independent of any ranking of the failure events[i]. The

upper bound is

P(Ui_IE,)_< {Y_P(E,)-max[_-_maxP(EiEj),ma4x _ _ P(EiEj)]} (19)
i----1 i=2 j<i -- i=l,jgi

The lower bound is

n max(i,j)

P(Ui"=IE,) > max {P(Ej) +
- l<j<,_

i=l,i_j

max[(P(E,) - P(EiEk));O]) (20)
k=l,k#i

Utilization of the second-order bounds requires evaluation of terms of the form

P(EiEs) where E_ denotes the event "failure in limit state i'. The intersection terms

refer to domains such as fll shown bounded by the non-linear limit state functions

gi(X) = O(i = 1, 2, 3) in Fig. 3. The individual failure mode probabilities in the

first-order analysis are determined as

Pf = ¢(-3) (21)

In standardized independent normal X space, the linear limit state function is

given by

n

g (x) = + o;jx 
j=l

16



wheren is the number of random variables.

The angle between the two limit states provides information about the correlation

of the two failure modes. The correlation coefficient is obtained as

I'1

= = cosv j (23)
r=l

Once Hi, _j and Pit are obtained, the computation of joint probability of failure

can be carried out. Eg. 19 and 20 can be used to compute the second-order bounds

for system failure probability estimation.

The above method only provides a tool to approximately estimate the failure

probability correlation of two different failure modes in a multi-discpllnary system. A

more accurate approach would be the imposition of one failure mode on anther mode

and reanalysis of the latter. For example, consider two failure modes in a heat transfer

system: structural failure and heat transfer failure. Structural failure happens when

the stress, caused by the fluid pressure and temperature difference between outer and

inner surfaces exceeds limiting value of strength. The heat transfer failure happens

when the temperature of the contained liquid can not be kept at a certain level.

When the thermal failure occurs, the increase in the temperature field also causes

changes in stress field. The structural failure probabilty can be re-estimated under

this changed stress field and the result can be considered.as the interactive failure

probability under influence of heat transfer failure. A numerical examples will be

shown for this approach in a later chapter.

17



Symbol

O

Meaning of symbol

Representation of an event

Representation of an event of a failure

OR-gate

AND-gate

Figure 6: Standard symbols used in fault tree analysis

Probabilistic fault tree analysis

NESSUS system risk assessment (SRA) uses probabilistic fault tree analysis

(PFTA). A fault tree is a mathematical construction of assumed component fail-

ure modes (bottom events) linked in series or parallel leading to a top event, which

denotes system failure. Standard graphical symbols are used to construct the fault

tree picture, by describing events and logical connections. These are shown in Fig.

6, and a simple PFTA is shown in Fig. 7.

• Fault Trees with a Single AND-GATE

Consider the fault tree in Fig. 8. Here the top event occurs if and only if all

the bottom events El, E2, ..., E, occur simultaneously. A system with AND-GATE

is very similar to a series system structure.

18



?,

Figure 7: Probabilistic Fault Tree for System Reliability Example
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Symbols Description

AND-gate

The AND-gate indicates that the output

event A occurs only when all the input

events E i occur.

OR-gate

The OR-gate indicates that the output

event A occurs if any of the input events

E i occur.

Figure 8: Fault tree with a single AND-GATE and a single OR-gate

:20
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Figure 9: Schematic of NESSUS

• Fault Tree with a Single OR-GATE

Consider the fault tree in Fig. 8. The top event occurs if at least one of the

bottom events El, E2, ..., E, occurs. The structure of this fault tree is similar to the

paralell system structure.

A schematic of Version 6.0 of the NESSUS (Numerical Evaluation of Stochas-

tic Structures Under Stress) probabilistic structural analysis computer program is

shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the diagram, the the NESSUS includes other modules,

namely the System Risk Assessment (SRA) and Simulation Finite Element (SIM-

FEM) modules. The random field pre-processor (PRE) provides data manipulation

needed to express the unceI:tainties in a random field as a set of uncorrelated random

variables. The user-subroutine which defines the response model (UZFUNC) enables

21



usersto define required limit state with the computed response. This study will

mainly useFEM, PFEM and FPI for reliability analysis. The NESSUSprogram is

quite comprehesivewith respectto structural reliability estimation. As mentioned in

Chapter I, the purpose of this study is to develop a technique by which the NESSUS

program can be used for the system reliability analysis of multi-discplinary systems.

The following chapters describe this technique in detail.

22



CHAPTER III

ANALOGY BETWEEN ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

Introduction

Since NESSUS/FEM program has been mostly applied only to structural analysis,

a thermal or a fluid mechanical system needs to be converted through an analogous

model to a structural system on which the NESSUS program can be applied for

analysis. Then the probability analysis for a heat transfer system or a fluid mechanics

system can be carried out by NESSUS. By doing so, a system with heat transfer,

fluid flow and mechanical stress problems can be analyzed by NESSUS automatically

with FEM, PFEM, FPI and SRA modules for system reliability analysis.

In this chapter, a new methodology is presented for one-dimensional steady-state

heat transfer analysis and one-dimensional steady-state uniform flow problem using

a structural finite element program. First, the use of the analogous models is intro-

duced for the analysis of systems involving one-dimensional steady-state heat transfer

and simple one-dimensional steady-state uniform flow in closed conduit systems.

Heat transfer analysis through structural analogy

One-dimensional steady-state heat transfer

We begin our analysis of one-dimensional, steady-state conduction by discussing

heat transfer with no internal generation. The objective is to determine the expres-

sions for tem:-._rature distribution and heat transfer rate in common geometries.

23
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Figure 10: Differential volume for the derivation of the general equation of heat
conduction

The concept of thermal conductivity (analogous to stiffness in stress analysis) is

introduced as an aid to solving conduction heat transfer problems. Consider a three

dimensional differential volume shown in Fig. 10, The general heat equation is

0 OT 0 OT 0 ( OT cgT
--_x( K.-_z ) + -_y ( K._y ) + -_z K _z ) + _1= P %'-_ (24)

where K is the thermal conductivity of the material. K °T K OT K OT0_, _, _ are related to

heat flux in a direction perpendicular to the surface. _ is the rate at which energy is

generated per unit volume of the medium. The density p and specific heat cp are two

thermodynamic properties. The product p% is the volumetric heat capacity, pq,-yTaT

is the time rate of change of the internal (thermal) energy of the medium per unit

volume.
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Figure 11: Heat transfer through a plane wall

If the heat transfer is one-dimensional and steady state, any differentiation with

respect to time is equal to zero and there is no internal heat generation, so Eq. 24

reduces to

d (KA_z ) =0 (25)

The heat flux is a constant, independent of x.

As shown in Fig. 11, a plane wall separates two fluids of different temperatures.

Heat transfer occurs by convection from the hot fluid at To¢.1 to one surface of the

wall at T,,1, by conduction through the wall, and by convection from the other surface

of the wall at T,,2 to the cold fluid at T_.2.

Assuming the thermal conductivity of the material to be constant, Eq. 25 may

25



be integrated twice to obtain the generalsolution

T(x) = Clx + C2 (26)

To obtain the constants of integration, C1 and C2, boundary conditions must be

introduced. These are:

T(0) = T,,, (27)

T(L) = T,,2 (28)

Applying the condition at x = 0 to the general solution, it follows that

T,.I = C2 (29)

Similarly, at z = L

T,,2 = CIL + C2 = C,L + T,,, (30)

in which case

T_,2 - Ts, 1
= C,

L

Substituting into the general solution, the temperature distribution is then

TI

where N1 -- 1 - _,N_ = __

The heat flow can be determined by Fourier's law, that is

KA dT
q=-

(31)

(32)

or

q = -KA (33)

26
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Figure 12: Bar subject to tensile force F

Stress analysis of a bar element

Now consider a linear-elastic, constant cross-sectional area (prismatic) bar element

shown in Fig. 12. Using Hooke's law, the differential equation governing the linear-

elastic bar behavior is

d-'_ _ _] = 0 (34)

where U is the axial displacement function in the x direction and S and E are

cross-sectional area and Young's modulus of elasticity respectively.

where N1 = 1 - _, and N2 = 3"

The strain-displacement relationship is

dU U2 - U1

e_- dx D
(35)
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Table 1: Analogousquantities for structural and thermal systems

Heat transfer Structure 1

Heat flux q

Temperature T(x)

Inverse of heat transfer resistance

Conduction: KA"Z'-, convection: hA

Nodal force ]'1

Displacement U(x)

Structural stiffness -_

We obtain

Also, by the nodal force sign convention of Fig. 12,

(36)

f_ - -F (37)

So Eq. 36 becomes

f, = (v, - v2) (38)

Analogous modeling between heat transfer and structure

Comparing Eq. 38 with Eq. 33, the similarities become apparent. These two

equations indicate a direct analogy between heat transfer and structural analysis.

The analogous quantities are listed in the Table 1.

With this analogy, we are able to model a heat transfer problem into a stress

analysis problem.
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In the plane wall, we refer heat transfer resistance of conduction R to K_A, that

is

T,,I- T,,2 /;
Rco,_d - - (39)

q KA

Considering the structural system, Hooke's law provides stiffness of the form

fl ES (40)
k= UI -U2 =

Comparing Eqns. 39 and 40, and considering _ and _ as analogous qualities,

1
nco,d can be traced to be analogous to K.

A heat transfer factor may also be associated with convection at a surface. From

Newton's law of cooling,

q=hA(T,-T=) (41)

where h is Planck's constant of convection heat transfer coefficient, T, is the surface

temperature and Too is the ambient temperature.

The thermal resistance for convection is then

T,-T_ 1
Rco,, - = -- (42)

q hA

The equivalent thermal circuit for the plane wall with convection surface condi-

tions is shown in Fig. 11. The heat transfer rate may be determined from seperate

consideration of each element in the network, that is,

q = h_A(Too,,- T,,,) = -_(T,,1- T,,2) = h2A(T,,2 - Too,2) (43)
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In terms of the overall temperature difference, Too,1 - Too,2, and the effective

thermal resistance Re/f, the heat transfer rate may also be expressed as

Tco,1 - Too,2
= (44)

q Re//

Because the conduction and convection resistance are in series and may be summed

up, it follows that

1 L 1

Re//= h_A + -_ + h2A (45)

Consider a bar consisting of three different materials which are denoted as ele-

ments 1,2 and 3. The effective stiffness for this composite bar is

ke// : 1 1 (46)

Comparing the above equations Eq. 45 and Eq. 46, the analogy is k,/f _ 1
Rel!

that is

1 1 1

Ref/ _ -_1 + _ + _ (47)

Substituting with Eq. 45, we obtain

1 L 1 1 1 1

h,--"A + _ + h-_ _ _'1 + _'2 + k-'_ (48)

where

E1 S1

k,= D-"'_ (49)

E2SI

k2- D2 (50)

E3 _ql

k3 = D--_ (51)
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Substituting the correspondingterms in Eq.48,we obtain the equivalent quanti-

ties

E1 +--'-+ (hlA) -_ (52)

(D3) (54)E3 _ (h2A)

With these analogous quantities, we use the NESSUS/FEM beam element with

the E values replaced by the values involving heat transfer problem outlined above.

The boundary conditions for the bar are the end displacements corresponding to the

ambient temperature of the wall. After the structural analysis, we get the tempera-

ture distribution from the corresponding displacement distribution in the output.

Heat transfer in composite walls

Equivalence concepts for thermal-structural analysis may also be used for more

complex systems, such as composite walls and radial heat transfer systems. Fig. 13

shows a series composite wall. The one-dimensional heat transfer rate for this system

can be expressed as

Too,1 - Too,4 (55)
q= ER

where Too,l -- Too,4 is the overall temperature difference and the summation includes

all thermal resistances. Hence,
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T=,l 3 Ts,4 T®,4

Figure 13: Equivalent thermal circuit of a series composite wall
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Figure 14: Structural analog for the series composite wall heat transfer

T_o,I _ T¢o,4

q = Rt+R2+R3+P_+R5
(56)

T_,I m Too, 4

(1/h_A) + (LA/KAA) + (LB/KBA) + (LB/KBA) + (1/h4A)
(57)

Alternatively, the heat transfer rate can be related to the temperature difference

and resistance associated with each element. For example,

T¢¢,1- T,,I T,,1 - T2 T2 - 7"3 - (ss)
q- (1/h_A) (LA/KAA) (Ls/KsA) "'"

The analogous structural model for this series composite wall heat transfer prob-

lem is shown in Fig. 14. The bar consists of five elements with stiffnesses of

kl, k2, k3, k4, ks. Using the mechanical structure equivalence for convection and con-

duction, we obtain

f (hlA)

t for convection }
for conduction
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Engine oil

T..l, h2 .

Outer pipe

T**_, h _/ q "___

Refridgerant T,,z--_ 1\ _ I In(rt/r2) I

Innerduct h12 rtL 2 k.L h22 r2L

(a) Heat exchanger

, o,+, o ,t, o t,

(b ) Structural model

Figure 15: A heat exchanger for engine oil and refrigerant fluid
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Heat transfer in radial systems

Cylindrical and spherical systems often experience temperature gradients in the

radial direction only and may therefore be treated as one dimensional.

Fig. 15 shows an example of a heat exchanger, whose inner cylinder is used to

store engine oil and the outer cylinder is used to transfer the refrigerant fluid to

cool down the oil temperature. The outer insulated covering is assumed to isolate

the system from the ambient environment. For steady state conditions with no heat

generation, the appropriate form of the heat equation is

1 d (KrdT_
(59)

The rate at which energy is conducted across any cylindrical surface in the solid

may be expressed as

KA dT -K(21rrL)_ rq = - -_r =

where A = 27rrL is the area normal to the direction of heat transfer.

The thermal resistance is

(60)

1 + 1 (01)
Ref! = h12zrrlL + 2rrKL h22zrr2L

which includes both conduction and convection.

q

The heat transfer rate for a unit length of the cylinder therefore is

Tc¢,l m Too,2

h127rrlL -_ 2_rKL h22_rr2L

(62)

o
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Table 2: Analogous quantities for heat transfer in a radial system.

Structure Heat transfer

E1

E2

E3

2.K3

The structural analog for the cylinder is shown in Fig. 15(b). In this case, the

mechanical structure equivalence is k,// _ 1 The corresponding equivalent
Rell "

quantities are listed in Table 2. The E values are input to NESSUS structural anal-

ysis, and the output displacements from NESSUS give the temperature distribution.

Numerical example for heat transfer solved with NESSUS/FEM

Fig. 17 shows the sectional view of the cylindrical copper heat exchanger which

the engine oil flows through. The copper wall thickness is 0.281 in. The radius

to the surface of the insulation pipe covering (ki = 0.428Btu/(h - ft 2 -° F)) is

1.33 in. The fluid in the outer container is controlled at a constant temperature

of 70°F. The forced convection heat transfer occurs between the outer surface of

the insulation covering and the flowing fluid with h = lOBtu/(h - ft 2 -° F). The

surface temperature at the insulation covering is 35.298°F. The structural analogy

model is used to determine the inside temperature of the tube, assuming steady

state, one dimensional, uniform properties in each material, forced convection cooling

ar, d negligible thermal eL ,ation. The conductivity coefficient of copper _t room
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T F= 70°F R k_ T_

q

T3=5°F
R k2 7/'2 R c

(a) Thermal circuit

k3=_S3/D 3 kl=F I S_/D 1

Y

F

(b) Structural analogous model

Figure 16: Analogous model for the heat exchange

temperature is Kc = 223Btu/(h - ft 2 -° F).

The thermal circuit is shown in Fig. 16(a). Fig. 16(b) shows the structural

analog model for this heat transfer problem. Beam element type 98 in NESSUS/FEM

element type library is adopted. Three elements represent three heat transfer forms

involved in this problem, which axe the forced convection between the surface of

the insulation covering and the ambient air, conduction through the copper layer,

and conduction through insulation covering, respectively..Therefore, in terms of the

structural model, we must assign three different material elastic constants for this

beam structure. Since the NESSUS/FEM utilizes the Nodal-based data input, two

duplicate nodes are used at each boundary between elements 1 and 2, and between

elements 2 axld 3. The room temperat:ure 70°F becomes the boundary displacement
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Insulation Copper
covering duct

ro - 1.330 in

rt = 0.669 in

5 =0.950in

T- = 70°F

h = lOBtu/(h- ft 2-°F)

k = 0.428 Btu/(h -ft 2.OF)

Figure 17: Section of a radial heat exchanger

E1---kln(_"('_T_'l)'/ ('_1)=

70.0 at node 1. A concentrated load F at point 3 is -241.66 lb. The length of the

structural element is 10.0 units, the sectional area is 1.0. It should be noted that the

units used in the structural model here do not have any real meaning in terms of a

real structure. They are simply used to facilitate the structural analysis.

The equivalent values are calculated as follows.

2_r x 223
x 10 = 39955.476 (63)

ln(0.95/0.669)

2_r x 0.428
= 79.923 (64)

ln(1.33/0.95) x 10

= 2r x 11.33/12 × 10.0 x 10 = 69.63867 (65)

F = 2_rr0h(Too - Ta) = 2_r x 1.33/12 x 10(35.298 - 70) = -241.66 (66)
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NESSUS/FEM usesthis data, andgives the output of the displacementdistribu-

tion in the structure asfollows:

U1 = 70.000

U2 = 35.298

U3 = 35.298

U4 = 5.0614

Us = 5.0614

U6 = 5.0009

Converting the above displacement information to the equivalent temperature

distribution, we obtain:

Too = 70.000°F

T1 = 35.298°F

T2 = 5.0614°F

Ta = 5.0009°F

The data and the output files are shown in Appendix A.

Fluid flow analysis through structural analogy.

Equation of motion for fluid flow

The Bernoulli equation gives a relationship between pressure, velocity, and posi-

tion or elevation in a flow field. Normally, these properties vary considerably in the

flow, and the relationship between them if written in differential form is quite com-

plex. The equation can be solved exactly only tinder very special conditions. There-
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Figure 18: Fluid in a constant diameter duct

fore, in most practical problems, it is often more convenient to make assumptions to

simplify the descriptive equations. The Bernoulli equation for steady, incompressible

flow along a streaznline with no friction (no viscous effects) is written as [10]

V 2
P+ +gz=C
p -T

where

(67)

p is fluid pressure

p is the desity of the fluid

V is the flow velocity

g = 32.174 ft/s _, and z is height. "

For a horizontal pipe shown in Fig. 18, zl = z2. From continuity, A1V1 = A2V_.

Because D1 = D2, then AI = A2, and therefore, V1 = V2. The Bernoulli's equation

reduces to

pl =m (68)
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x w Pdz

j _ _ +

Figure 19: Control volume of a system: flow in a duct.

This result is not a proper description of the situation, however. For flow to be

maintained in the direction indicated in Fig. 18, Pl must be greater than p2 in an

amount sufficient to overcome friction between the fluid and the pipe wall. In order

to apply Bernoulli's equation and obtain an accurate description, we must modify

the equation with a friction term.

Consider flow in a pipe as shown in Fig. 19. A control volume that extends to

the wall (where the friction force acts) is selected for analysis.

Note that a circular cross section is illustrated, but the results are general until

we substitute specific equations for the geometry of the cross section. The forces

acting on the control volume are pressure normal to the surface and shear stress

acting at the wall. The momentum equation is [10]
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where

V_ is the fluid velocity along the longitudinl direction

V, is the norminal fluid velocity

Since the flow out of the control vo!ume equals the flow in, the right-hand side

of thisequation iszero. The sum of the forcesis

pA - r_Pdz - (p + dp)A = 0 (70)

where

A = cross-sectional area

Pdz = the surface area (perimeter times length) over which the

wall shear r_ acts

The equation reduces to

r,_Pdz + Adp = 0 (71)

Rearranging and solving for pressure drop, we get

dp 4rw

d--;= - D--7 (72)

We have thus expressed the pressure drop per unit length of the condu!t in terms

of the wall shear and the hydraulic diameter. Eq. 72 is a general expression, for any

cross section. It is convenient to introduce a friction factor f, which is customarily

defined as the ratio of friction forces to inertia forces:

4r_,

f= ½pV2 (73)
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I =R

Figure 20: Laminar flow in an annulus

where V is the average flow velocity.

By subsitution into Eq. 72, we obtain

pV 2 f dz (74)
dp= 2 Dh

Integrating this expression from point 1 to point 2 a distance L apart in the

conduit yields

V2 2Dh A- (75)

Eq. 75 gives the relationship between the velocity and the pressure drop in the

duct due to friction. This equation can be applied to two flow regimes - laminar and

turbulent flow. However, caution must be excercised when determining the friction

factor f.

This equation can also be applied to flow through noncircular cross section such

as rectangular duct and annulus. Fig. 20 shows the laminar flow in an annulus.
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Table 3: Analogousquantities betweenstructural and flow systems

II luidmechanics Structure II
Square of velocity V 2 Nodal force fl = -F

Pressure distribution p(x)

Flow factor _
pIL

Displacement U(z)

Structural stiffness -_

The annulus flow area is bounded by the inside surface of the outer duct (radius

R1) and the outside surface of the inner duct (R2). We define the ratio of these

diameters as

k- R2
R, (76)

in which 0 < k < 1.

The friction factor used in Eq. 75 is defined as [10]

1

/
R, 1 + k 2

64 1 - k
l+k]

+ In(k) J (77)

ve-E.(_-2(1- k )"where R_ = _, .

Compare Eq. 75 with Eq. 38 concerning the beam structure subjected to the

end nodal force, as discussed in previous section:

A = -_-(ul - u2) (78)

We are now able to set up the analogous quatities listed in Table 3.
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Numerical example of flow in a tube solved with NESSUS/FEM

Consider the refrigerant flow in a copper tube as an example to demonstrate how

NESSUS/FEM can be applied to problems in fluid mechanics.

A horizontal copper duct as shown in Fig. 18 with inside radius of 0.669 in, and

1,200 in in length. If the inflow pressure pl is 1838.7 psi, assuming the refrigerant

is Freon F-12 under a temperature of 5°F, p is 0.0499 l b/in 3. The friction factor f

is assumed to be 0.03, and V is 15.5 in/sec. The objective is to obtain the outflow

pressure p2 using NESSUS/FEM.

First of all, we need to identify all the equivalent quantities for structural analysis.

We assume a single element beam structure subjected to a concentrated force equal

to -240.25 units. The beam element has a section of 0.1 inx 0.1, and a length of 1.0.

The boundary condition is an initial displacement of 1838.3 units at node 1. Again,

it should be mentioned that the units used here do not have real meaning in terms

of a real structure. According to Table 3, the analogous quantities can be obtained

as follows

E = \p---_] = 0.0499 x 0.03 x 1200

fl = V 2 = 15.52 = 240.25

F = -24O.25

x 10 = 14.896

This data is input to NESSUS/FEM, and the displacement at point 2 is ob-

tained as 1677.4. Converting this displacement to the fluid model, we get the output

pressure p2 = 1677.4 psi.

The data and the output files are shown in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER IV

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Introduction

After transforming the heat transfer and fluid mechanics problems into corre-

sponding structural analog models and using NESSUS/FEM to perform the finite

element analysis, we can define the individual failure modes in NESSUS/FPI. Then

NESSUS/PFEM can be employed to integrate FEM and FPI programs to obtain

the failure probability and CDF for each failure mode. The failure mode for heat

transfer problem would be defined as, for example, the event that the temperature

at a certain location is lower or higher than the required temperature. The failure

mode for fluid flow would be defined as the flow pressure exceeding a certain pressure

level, and the structural failure is defined as the stress exceeding either the ultimate

strength or the yield strength of the material.

Upon the completion of failure probability analyses of individual failure modes,

the system failure analysis can be pursued. The different failure modes involved in

a system have different impacts on the overall performance of a system. Some types

of failure such as structural failure are critical to the system. If the material used to

construct the main parts of the system fails, the whole system can no longer function.

Such failure is called critical failure. Other failures modes such as thermal failure of a

hcc t exchager do not destroy the system but degrade the performance of the system.
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Such failure is referred as to functional failure. The function of fluid flow will fail

when the outflow pressure rises higher than the designed value, but the system can

still be working until the pressure increases to the level which will cause the system

to shut down. The individual failure modes can also be correlated to each other. For

example, the temperature field in the thermal failure mode affects the stress field in

the structural mode. The flow pressure definitely has impact on the stress. However,

in some cases, the component-level events in a system is considered as independent

events. In the example which will be discussed later in this chapter, the thermal

failure and fluid flow failure modes do not share correlated input parameters, so they

are considered as independent of each other.

Using the analogy method, the thermal and fluid flow problems are analyzed sim-

ilar to the structural model by means of NESSUS. For physically correlated events,

the failure mode of one event is imposed on the other. In a system consisting of

structural, thermal and fluid flow modes, the thermal and flow failures are imposed

into the structural failure analysis to study the impact of correlated events. The

failure probability of the whole system is then estimated based on the output from

the above analyses.

Individual failure analysis

Structural failure mode

For a copper duct of a heat exchanger shown in Fig.17 in Chapter III, the

structural failure mode is defined as that when the tensile stress exceeds the yield

strength fy_ta = 8.0 ksi. In finite element modeling, we use Element type 153 in the

NESSUS/FEM C_le. This element is a four-noded quadrilateral lying in the global
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zr-plane which is defined by cylindrical coordinates.

This structure is subjected to two types of load - fluid pressure from the inside

flow and the stress caused by temperature difference between the outer surface and

the inner surface.

One convenient feature of the NESSUS/PFEM is that we can impose different

temperatures at the inner surface of the pipe and obtain the different probability

results under different temperature conditions. This enables us to investigate the

effect of different temperature levels on the structural failure probability. By doing

so, the relationship between the failure modes in two dicsiplines - heat transfer and

structural mechanics - is established. This is a significant step toward the system re-

liability analysis with physically correlated failure modes. This will be demonstrated

in a later section.

For this structural failure model, we first suppose that the temperature failure

(which will be descibed in the following section) did not occur, that is, the tempera-

ture at the inner surface of the duct is below 5.0009°F. Given that the inner surface

temperature is 4.0000°F, using the FEM we obtain the outer surface temperature as

4.0605°F.

Also, we assume that the outlet flow pressure is under 1677.4 psi which enables

the system to work properly. We assume that the outlet flow pressure is 1577.4 psi.

We input this temperature and flow pressure profile in the structure FEM data

file, with the random variables defined in Table 4.
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Table 4: Randomvariables for structural model

Variable Mean value Distribution C.O.V.
Pressure
P 1577.4psi Normal 0.2
Modulus of elasticity
E 1.7×10z psi Normal 0.1
Coefficientof thermal
expansiona 9.5 × 10 -6 Normal 0.1

Table 5: CDF corresponding to different tensile strength levels

Z-level CDF Z-level CDF

(strength) (strength)

-206.89941 psi 0.00000017 4385.4964 psi 0.81593991

558.49989 psi 0.00002067 5150.8957 psi 0.97128351

1323.8992 psi 0.00096767 5916.2950 psi 0.99813412

2089.2985 psi 0.01786435 6681.6943 psi 0.99995188

2854.6978 psi 0.13566610 7447.0935 psi 0.99999952
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The result attached in Appendix C indicates that the structural reliability when

the heat exchanger is working properly in thermal and fluid aspects is 0.99999999.

The failure probability is expressed as 1 - P_,li_b_t_t_. Therefore, the structural failure

probability is 1.0 x 10-9.

The key word response type in the NESSUS input data file, FPI section, is set

equal to 3 which means that the response quantity used in limit state function is

stress. The corresponding keyword analysis type in FPI section is first set equal to

1 which means that the probability analysis is for a single Z-level. The Z-level in this

case is 8,000 psi. The probability result will be under the condition of (r < 8,000

psi, i.e., the structural reliability of the system under certain thermal and fluid flow

working conditions.

The CDF is obtained by using PFEM by setting analysis type in FPI section

equal to 0 which automatically generates a set of different values of Z0 (i.e., Z levels

for a series of stress valus) for probability analysis. The CDF values corresponding

to different strength Z-levels are shown in Table 5.

The CDF chart is shown in Fig. 21. It should be noted that the first line of

the data which contains negative Z-level is eliminated because negative stress is

considered impractical in this model. The input and output files are attached in

Appendix C as well.
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Figure 21: CDF of structural reliability of refrigerant duct

Table 6: Random variables for thermal model

Mean value Distribution Coefficient of variation

K¢ 223.0 Normal 0.1

Ki 0.428 Normal 0.1

h 11.3 Normal 0.1
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Figure 22: CDF of internal fluid temperature of refrigerant duct
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Failure mode in heat transfer

Using the sameexampleof a heat exchangeras in Fig. 17, we define a failure

event when the inside temperature is higher than 5°F, becausethe refrigerant will

not function properly beyond 5°F which is consideredas a failure in the devicewe

studied. First the input data for NESSUS/PFEM is set up to obtain the reliability

under this failure mode, then the data file is set up with different Z - levels to obtain

the CDF, which provides reliability estimatecorresponding to different temperature

levels. The random variables Kc and Ki and h for heat transfer are defined in Table

6.

In order to use NESSUS/PFEM, the analogous quantities El, E2, E3 and F

are calculated from Eqs. 63, 64, 65, 66. Because the distribution of the random

variables Kc and Ki and h is normal and El, E2, E3 are linear to Kc and Ki and

h, the distribution of random variables El, E2, E3 is also normal. The mean values

and standard deviations of of El, E2 and E3 are input to NESSUS/PFEM.

The Z-level is 5.0°F, so P(Z < Zo) is the probability the device can keep the

inside fluid temperature under 5.0°F, which is the thermal reliability of the system.

We set up the keyword in FPI section analysis type equal to 1 which means the

probability analysis is performed for a single Z-level. The result is attached in Ap-

pendix D. The thermal reliability of this device is 0.9099214. Therefore, the thermal

failure probability is 9.00786 x 10 -2.

The CDF is obtained by setting up the FPI keyword analysis type equal to 0

which automatically generates a set of different values for Z0 (i.e., Z-levels). The
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Table 7: Random variablesfor flow model

Mean value Distribution Coefficient of variation

Dh 0.669 Normal 0.1

V 18.71 Normal 0.1

CDF output is shown in Appendix D and the CDF curve is shown in Fig. 22.

Failure mode in fluid flow

Next we consider the one-dimensional fluid flow in a duct of a heat exchanger.

The failure mode is defined as the pressure at a certain point along the duct rising

above the value at which the system cannot function properly.

The example of a duct in a heat exchanger shown in Fig. 16 is used. The only

difference is that V is assumed to be 18.7 in/sec. We define the failure mode when

pressure rises above 1677.4 psi. The Z-level is therefore 1677.4 psi. The keyword

response type is set as 1 for the displacement output which is the analogy of the

pressure. The random variables related to fluid flow are defined in Table 7. The

analogous quantities for use in NESSUS/PFEM are calculated according to Table 3

as follows:

E = \pfL] -

2 x 2 × 0.669

0.0499 x 0.03 x 1200
× 10 = 14.896

fl = V 2 = 18 .72 = 350.0

F = -fl = -350.0
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Since E is a linear fuction of Dh, its distribution is also normal. But since fl = V 2,

the distribution of fl is actually chi-square (X2). However, we have used the normal

distribution for fl in this study as an approximation. The friction fator f is assume

to be a constant.

A NESSUS/PFEM input data file is compiled. The reliability is obtained by

setting the keyword analysis type equal to 1, and the CDF is obtained by setting it

to a value of 0 which automatically generates a set of different values for Z0. The

PFEM input and output files are shown in Appendix E and the CDF curve is shown

in Fig. 23.

The reliability is 0.98670241 and therefore the failure probability of the output

flow pressure being higher than 1677.4 psi is 1.329759 x 10 -2.

Multi-disciplinary system reliability

After the individual failure modes are identified and analyzed, the system reli-

ability analysis can be pursued. Fig. 24 shows a device which is used to transfer

refrigerant fluid through a copper duct. The duct is installed in an enclosed cham-

ber which is maintained at a constant temperature of 70°F. The thickness of the

copper wall is 0.281 in. The radius to the surface of the insulation pipe covering (

mean value of K_ equals to 0.428 Btu/(h - ft 2 _o F), c.o.v, equals to 0.1 ) is 1.33

in. Forced convection heat transfer occurs with h = lOBtu/(h - ft 2 _o F) ( mean

value with c.o.v, equals to 0.1). The thermal conductivity of copper Kc has a mean

value of 233.0 Btu/(h - ft 2 -° F) with a c.o.v. 0.1. The surface temperature at

the insulation covering is 35.298°F. The inflow pressure pl is designed to be 1838.7
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psi. The refrigerant is Dichlorodifluoromethane ( Freon F-12 ) under a temperature

of 4°F. p is 0.0499 Ib/in 3. The friction factor f is assumed to be 0.03, and V is

18.71 in/sec ( assuming V 2 is normal distribution and has a c.o.v, of 0.1). The inner

radius of the duct has a mean value of 0.669 in and a c.o.v, of 0.1.

The above data are the same as the model shown in Fig. 17 of Chapter III, which

are used in FEM analysis and reliability estimation of individual failure modes. The

system shown in Fig. 24 is simply the combination of the previous individual models

which have been analyzed in different disciplines. The following is to demonstrate

how the analysis results of the individual failure modes can be integrated into the

analysis of a whole system.

The failure of the system consists of the individual failure modes in three disci-

plines: structural failure, thermal failure and fluid mechanics failure.

• First of all, the duct should work without any damage to the structure, i.e. the

duct should be structurally sound without yied or crack. If yield occurs, then

structural failure is assumed to occur. We denote the structural failure as El.

The structural failure is a critical failure in this system.

• The refrigerant liquid this device transports is sensitive to temperature changes.

The requirement is that the temperature cannot be higher than 5°F for the

next process to proceed. If the temperature of the liquid rises higher than 50 F,

then thermal failure occurs, which we refer to as E2. The thermal failure is a

non-critical functional failure in this system.

It is required that the fluid flow be maintained at a certain presure at the
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Figure 24: Refrigerant duct through a chamber
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ends which enablesthe refrigerant fluid to maintain a steady speedto provide

constan volume in the device. If the flow pressurerises higher than 1677.4

psi, the flow failure occurs, which is referred to as E3. The flow failure is a

non-critical functional failure in this system.

From the previous section, the probability of the individual failure modes of the

system shown in Fig. 24 have been obtained, wich are:

P(E1) = 1.0000000 × 10 -9

P(E2) = 9.0078600 × 10 -2

P(E3) = 1.3297590 × 10 -2

As was indicated in the previous section, we can also impose one failure mode

upon the other. In this case we can impose the thermal failure ( which happens

when the fluid temperature'rises above 5°F ) and the fluid pressure failure ( which

happens when the outlet fluid pressure rises above 1677.4 psi) upon the structure

respectively. In the FEM file for the structure model, the corresponding data are

modified to impose those failures.

First, we assume that the temperature failure occurs while the fluid pressure is

still lower than 1677.4 psi, say 1577.4 psi, i.e., the fluid flow is operation in safe mode.

By redefining the temperature profile in the FEM data deck as 6.06°F (for example)

in the inner layer of the wall and 6.12°F in the outer layer of the wall, which mean the

thermal failure occurs, we inpose the thermal failure to the structural model. The

PFEM result gives us the structural failure probability under the condition that the

thermal failure occurs. In this case, the structural reliability is 0.99999996, therefore.
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the failure probability P(E1/E2) = 4.0 x 10 -s.

Now we impose the fluid pressure failure upon the structural model. The fluid

mechanical failure occurs when the pressure at the outlet rises above 1677.4 psi, say

1777.4 psi. The structural FEM file is modified by redefining the pressure profile

according to this failure pressure. It should be noted that the temperature profile

should remain under the normal working condition, which is that the temperature

in the inner layer of the wall of duct is under 5°F, say 4°F, i.e., the thermal as-

pect of the system is operating in the safe zone. The result indicates that in this

case, the structural reliability is 0.99999633, therefore, the conditional probability,

P(E1/E3) = 3.67 x 10 -6.

Next, both thermal and fluid mechanical failures are imposed that is, the fluid

temperature rises above 5°F, and the outlet flow pressure rises above 1677.4 psi.

Modifying the input FEM data deck in structural PFEM file with inner surface

temperature of 6.06°F, and the fluid pressure of 1777.4 psi, we can get the result of

the structural reliability of 0.99999227, which means, P(E1/E2E3) = 7.73 x 10 -8.

The conditional probabilities of structural failure have been obtained as

P(E,/E2) = 4.00 x 10 -s

P(E_IE3) = 3.67 x 10-s

P(E_/E2E3) = 7.73 x 10 -8

System reliability computation

System reliability analysis can be performed in two different ways, depending on

the definition of the systen failure. In the first (traditional) method, we define that
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Structural

Failure

System Failure

Thermal Fluid flow

Failure Failure

Figure 25: Fault tree for the system with three critical failures

the system failure occurs when any component-level failure occurs. In the system

invoving structural, thermal, fluid mechanical failure modes, i.e., El, E2 and E3, the

system failure can be illistrated in a fault tree shown in Fig. 25.

As discussed in Chapter II, the probability of system failure P(E) can be obtained

using the following equations:

P(E) = P(E1U E2U E3) (79)

The above expression can be expaned as:

P(E) = P(E1) + P(E2) - P(EI N E2) + P(E3) - P(EI N E3)

- P (E2 n E3) + P (E_ n E2n E3) (so)

Since the joint probability is not always available, an approximate method is to

consider the individual failure modes as independent and ignore the correlations. In

our case however, the conditional probabilities have been calculated. Therefore, the
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systemfailure probability can be computed as

P(E) = P(E,) + P(E2) + P(E3) - P(E1/E2)P(E2) - P(E,/Ea)P(Ea)

-P(E2/E3)P(Ea) + P(EI/E2Ea)P(E2Ea) (81)

For systems involving many failure modes, approximation methods a,re used to

predict the system failure probability (or reliability), such as first-order bounds or

second-order bounds [1].

Since no correlation is assumed between the failures of flow pressure and fluid

temperature, we assume P(E2 f3 Ea) is equal to P(E2)P(E3) in our analysis.

Substituting the numerical results from the previous discussion into Eq. 81,

we obtain the probability of the system failure of the heat exchanger, P(E) =

0.10217832.

As mentioned before, the above failure probability is an estimation of system

failure in case any failure occures which includes both critical and non-critical func-

tional failures. Now we will pursue the probability estimation for the system critical

failure which, in our case, is structural failure. During the service cycles, the thermal

and fluid mechanical failures may be non-critical, i.e., their occurence does not cause

total system failure. They will cause the system to fail in some functions as designed,

such as keeping the fluid under certain temperature or keeping the outlet fluid pres-

sure under certain value. However, if the the system keeps operating, the changes in

temperature and fluid pressure will cause progressive damage to the structure due

to load redistribution. The estimation of critical structural failure of the system has

to consider the progressive damage caused by all ,:omponents. Structural reanaiysis
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Table 8: Structural failure probability under varioustemperatures

T(°)

P(E,)

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

10.0

0.0

15.0

0.0

is used to account for the effect of non-critical damage on critical failure mode. In

the refrigerant model, a reanalysis procedure is performed to accurately estimate the

failure region segments for structural failure mode affected by progressive damage

caused by thermal and fluid pressure changes within the system. The overall struc-

tural failure probability is obtained through the union of the failure region segments

defined by each limit-state function.

We can also impose a series of temperatures under which the system may be

operating upon the structural model to examine the temperature impact on the

structural failure probability. Just as we did before, the failure probability is obtained

as (1 - Reliability). In this case, we still assume inner fluid pressure is 1577.4 psi,

which means that the fluid flow mode of the system is operating in the safe zone.

The results are shown in Table 8.

Table 8 shows that when the fluid pressure is not considered as a random variable

in perturbation for probability analysis, the temperature changes do not have a

significant impact on structural reliability of the system.

We can also get the structural failure probability under different pressure condi-

tions by defining a series of the pressure profiles in the FEM d_ta deck for strucutural
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Table 9: Structural failure probability under various pressures

Pressure 2700.0 2900.0 3000.0 3200.0 3300.0 3400.0 3420.0

(psi)

P(E1) 0.000 1.000 1.920 7.687 9.195684 4.06468 4.92622

xlO -9 xlO-8 xlO -3 xlO -2 xlO-1 xlO-_

model. The results are listed on Table 9. In this case, we assume that the inner tem-

perature is 4°F.

It should be noted that the NESSUS/PFEM input file gfun.dat is different from

the previous structural PFEM file in which the pressure is defined as a random

variable. In the program [Ang and Tang, 1984] to calculate the union of the re-

gion segments, the random variables once defined can not be changed for different

limit states. Since in the pressure profile the different pressure levels are presented,

pressure should not be defined as a random variable. Therefore only two random

variables are involved in gfun.dat - modulus of elastisity E and coefficient of thermal

expansion a. The gfun.dat and various gfun.mov files are shown in Appendix F.

There are two ways of quantifying the effect of progressive d£mage on critical

failure. The first is simply to compute the variation of critical failure probability

with respect to progressive damage. This is shown in Fig. 26 for various pressure

levels.

An alternate way is to compute the progressive damage on overall critical failure

probability. If each critical failure limit sate segment for each progressive damage

gives the event E;, then the overall critical failure probability is P(Ui=IL , where n
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Figure 26: Structural failure probability for various pressures
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is the number of limit states ( n = 7 in this case ).

The output files gfun.mov provide g-functions defining different limit-states for

each level of damage as

g, = + (82)
i=1

From Table 8, it is clear that temperature variations do not have any significient

effect on the structural failure probability. Therefore, only pressure variations are

considered as follows:

The parameters provided by gfun.mov for the structural limit states correspond-

ing to fluid pressure profile are as follows:

Pressure

2700.0 psi

2900.0 psi

3000.0 psi

3200.0 psi

3300.0 psi

3400.0 psi

3420.0 psi

_1 _2

6.825696 0.999887 -0.015057

5.721588 0.999886 -0.015088

4.619647 0.999886 -0.015071

2.423429 0.999887 -0.015038

1.328801 0.999887 -0.015021

0.236641 0.999888 -0.014959

0.018494 0.999887 -0.015003

The above data provides parameters for 7 g-functions. Using the above data

to calculate the union of the region defined by a group of g-functions [Ang and

Tang, 1984], we obtain the probability of structural failure involving the progressive

damage caused by fluid pressure. The probability is defined by a lower and upper

bounds, which in this case are both 0.4926211. The data and output files are shown in
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Appendix G. Thoseboundsprovide the overall structural failure estimation whenthe

system experiencesvarious levelsof progressivedamage.The fluid pressurechanges

in a range from 2700.0psi to 3420.0 psi.

The above two methods provide practical tools for multi-disciplinary system re-

liability estimation using NESSUS. With multiple impositions of one mode on the

other mode, a close approximation to the failure domain can be constructed, and the

critical failure probability can be obtained through the union of the failure region

defined by the various limit-states.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion

This report has demonstrated the application of equivalence concepts to the re-

liability analysis of multi-disciplinary systems using NESSUS. A thermal-structural-

fluid system is used to illustrate the proposed methodology. The analogous model

is a very powerful tool to analyze the one-dimensional steady state problem in heat

transfer and fluid mechanics by converting those models into a structural model.

Then the NESSUS probability analysis program can be implemented and the precise

system reliability can be evaluated. Both traditional and progressive system fail-

ure probability methods using NESSUS provide practical tools for multi-disciplinary

system reliability analysis.

Recommendations for future research

This research project demonstrated how the NESSUS program could be applied

for reliability analysis of engineering systems involving different disciplines, such as

structure, heat transfer and fluid mechanics. The current models are based on the

condition of one-dimensional, steady-state for both heat transfer and fluid mechanics.

More complex systems could be treated in the similar way. However, the scope of

application of this methodology is largely dependent on the ability of NESSUS/FEM

to deal with problems in different disciplines under more complicated situations, for
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instance, a thermal or a flow model in two or three dimensionsand non-steadystate

conditions. For more sophisticated systems, the need for separate FEM program

may be inevitable. Either a new source code should be developedor the existing

commercialsoftwarescould be integrated into the program. Severalusersof NESSUS

have already integrated its FPI module to other FEM analysis program such as

ANSYS and NASTRAN. Nevertheless,the useof equivalentconceptshelpsto obtain

a quick estimateof multi-disciplinary system reliability through the useof NESSUS.

The ideaof progressive damage imposition to quantify nonlinear system reliability

effects has previously been applied to structural mechanics problems [1]. This study

extends this concept to multi-disciplinary systems. This appears to be a practical

methodology for system reliability analysis when failure modes (even in different

disciplines) have physical relationship with each other. The methodology should be

pursued further for application to other, more complicated engineering systems.
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Appendix A

FEM FILES FOR HEAT TRANSFER OF A HEAT EXCHANGER

(Refer to Chapter III, Fig.16)

NESSUS/FEM input file

1

2

3

4

5
0

*EIJm _8

l

2

3

*D_rPL
3 2

5 4

*llO_l

ex_2fem._.at Wed May 14 20s37t04. 1997

c . .. HEAT TXAHSFER I_R A P.]_tIOlltt$ff P_rPI

C
C

C

C ... PA]UJfl[_I_ DATA

C

*IO_N 20

*DZSP

*NIOOE I_

*DOT'*, 4

*IDJ_ ]

91

*PORC 1
*Pl_T 4 4

* PILI'IT

*JlAR

*lfl4D

C'*'* MODEL DATA

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0.0000 10.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 1.0000

0.O0O0 10.O0i00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0.0000 20.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0. 0000 20. 0000 O. 0000 O. 0000 0. 0000 1. 0000
O. 0000 30. 0000 O. 0000 O. 0000 O. 0000 1. 0000

1 2

3 4

5 i

6 1 0.0000

| 3 0.O0Oa

1 1 0.0000

1 2 70.0000

1 3 0.00O0

1 4 0,0000

1 5 0.0000

1 4 0.0000

*BZ_I 1

1 i 1.0000 1.0000

'I'L'EXA 0 4

40 0.0500
*FKOP 91

1 2 1.0000 (9.|3|67 0.3000 0.0000 2.SE-4

3 4 1,0000 _.g230 0.3000 0.0000 2.51-4

5 E 1.0000 39955,5474 0.3000 0.0000 2,5E-4

*PORC

2 -=41.60
oFILI_T

TOTA NODE
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NESSUS/FEM output file

Wed May 14 20:50:14 1997

I_Do# FFFFFFFF EEEEEEEE I_ I_
N N FF EE H_O( H

J FFFFFF E_EE i'D( M I_

_O_ h_ FP EB I_ I_

N N H FIP EE _ I_

M N N FP EEEEEEU k_ F04
N N N

D&TZ: 14- 5°_.997 20:50 - LEVTL 6.0 (109) - DATED June, 30 ° 1_92

C ... HEAT TR,t_IEFI_ FO! A RI_RrOE_ PIPE

olleg,._,,ll,l**oo,Jo,o6.1t

IH.le_lleHeteliHmotiQttt

SUtO_y OP P_TU_BATION O,t.T_
...O.OO°I...O*.OOIHHHHat

VARIABLE NO. 1 _ VALUE 0.00000D*00 _TJ_I_P_ DEVIATION 0.00000_00
PI_TU_BU3 VXLUR 0.00000_00

P_TU_BED VALUE 0.00000D*00

v_qIxBLI NO. $ MF_q VALUE 0.00000D_00 b'TJ_D DEVIATIOel 0.00000D*00

PE_TU_EED VALUE 0.00000D*00

_TURBED VJJ_7$ 0.00000D*00

P_Tt_XBXT_ON ASSEME_Y. _. 0 PER?. 4 XTI_. 0 CPTI_EI 0.31 SEC

Q*_ FE_T_R_T_ON 4 HAS NO IF71_T ON THIS _Y$I5

OAT_g,a.SE UPDATE, INC_. 0 P_T. 4 ZTI_. 0 CPTIKEI 0.32 $1_

IC ... HEAT TIU_NEFE_ FOR A PLECltI_E1t_NT PIPS C_T_
: 14- 5-15_? 20:50 P3_SULT$ P_E: 1

TOTAL DZSFLAC_.3_TS INCI_XID_ 0 YOTAL TP.ANSZI:qT TI_ 0.00000D.*0
0

NODS COMP. 1 COMP. 2 COMP. 3 CONP. 4 COt¢P. 5
COMp. 6

1 O,O0000D*O0 0.T0000D*02 0.00000C_O0 O.00000_*00 O.000_0D*00 0
.000000*00

2 0.00000D*00 0.352_0D*02 0.00000D*00 O.00000D_00 0.00000_00 0

.O0aOOD*00

3 0,00000D*00 0.3S298D*02 0.00000D°00 0.00000_÷00 0.00000D*00 0
.00_00D°00

4 0.00000D*00 0.50614D*01 0.00000D*00 0.00000_°00 0.00000D.*00 0
.O0000D*00

5 0.00000D*00 0,50614D*01 0.00000D*00 0.00000D*00 0.O0000D*00 0
.00000D*00

6 0, O0000D*O0 0. 50009D_01 0.00000D°00 0.00000_.00 0.00000D'*O0 0
.00000D*00

1C .,, _T T_SFF.q FOE A EEGI_I_EPJ_qT PI_E VI_3_OH _.0(_0_
) DATE: 14- 5-19_7 30:50 PAGe: 11

END OF INCREMENT. INCR. 0 PERT. 0 ITER. 0 CPTIME.

IC ... HEAT TRANSFER FOE A REGRIGERANT P_PE

) DATE: 14- 5-1%_T 20:50 pAGE: 12

0.3¢ $1_C
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Appendix B

FEM FILES FOR FLUID FLOW IN A DUCT

(Refer to Chapter III, Fig.18)

NESSUS/FEM input file

Sat Jun 28 22:26:4) 1997 l

FL_f IN A CONSTANT DIAMETER PIPE (with A/L_0.1)

flowfeml, dat

c ...

c

c
C ... P_ER DATA

c
ol_(;N 20

• CONS 0

*DISP

• I¢ODE 2

• ELER 1

98

• FORC $

• PERT 4 4

*PRIN

°EEAM

C **°° MODEL DATA

"C_R

1 0,0000

2 0. 0000

•ELER 98

I I 2

,_o_TN

2 ! 0. 0000
2 3 0.00Q0

I 1 0.0000

t 2 t¢_l,'/

1 3 0. 0000

1 4 0.0000

1 $ O. O000
1 6 0. 0000

1 2 1.0ooo

"ITERA 0 4

40 0.0500

"PROP 98
1 2 1.0000

.POItC

] 2 -240.25

"PRIN

TOTA NOOE
"I:_D

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

I0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0.3000 0.0000 2.5£-4
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NESSUS/FEM output file

flovfezol,out Sat _ 28 22:27:00 1997

) DATE: 28- 6-1997 22:28 PAGE:

,...,,.o..,...,...,,,...°,°

le p_T_]L_TION )10. 4 ''
,,,.,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,...,,,

_T OF P_T_-rp-BATION DATA
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,

VJUtZ_JLLZ NO. I HY.AN _ 0.00000D_00 ST_DA_D DIVZATZON

PI_TUYJ_VALUI 0.O0000D*00

VJUtZAJ_I_ _. 2 )(Y.kN VALUZ 0.00000D*00 $T)_ARD DZV'[ATION

PERTUP_ED V_L_E 0.00000D*00

V_.R73_LKNO. 3 _ V_LUI 0.000000÷00 STA/IDA_D D_VZATION

P_TUIULED V_LUI 0.000000,00

V_Jt._LX _0. 8 _ V_ 0,000000,00 _T)JIDA)LD D_t_ZATTON

F_IU_D V_ 0.00000D°00

PF,_'_qJ_.TZON _SSE34BLy, INCR. 0 PERT. 4 _TF_, 0 CPTZHE_ 0.27 S£C

"'" PE_TUPJU_TZON 4 _ _O EFFECT ON THZS _NA_YSIS

0.00000D*00

0.00000D*00

0.00000D*00

0.00000O,00

DAT_E UPDATE, INCR. 0 pERT. 6 ZTE:R. 0 CPT_H_-

IC ... FLOW IN _ CONSTk,qT Ol._4rI'M_ PZPE (w£_h _/L_O.I)
_; 28- 8°19_7 22:26 RY--qUL?$ Pk3E: 1

0.27 SEC

T_J_ DISP_.J,C_K]_$ I_ICRE_ 0 TOTkL TRANSZI_ TZHX 0.O0000D-

00

NODE CONP. 1 CONP. 2 COI4P. 3 COHP. 4 COI(p. 5

CONP. 6

1 0.000000-00 0.18367D,08 0.000000,00 0.00000D*00 0.000000-00

0.00000D*00
2 0.00000D*00 0.18774D,04 0.00000D°00 O.00000D÷00 _ 0.000000_00

0.000000°00

IC ... F_ 114 _ CONSTJ_;T OrAJ(ETF._ P_PE (with _]L-0.11 VEP.SZON 8.0(10

9_ OXT_: 20- 8-1_97 22:28 PJ_GI: 10

E_¢o OF T_CREX]_r?. ZI_CR. 0 pERT. 0 XTEX. 0 CI_IHE- 0.2_ SEC

2C ... FT_ ZH A CONST)._'T DI_HE'rE_ PZPE (wl_h _/L_0.1) VEI_STON 6.0(20

Y) O&T_: 28- 6-1997 22:28 P_G_: 11

45

STOP _ TO _ OF _//P_'T FILE
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Appendix C

PFEM FILES FOR STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY

(Chapter IV, Data is shown in Fig.16 of Chapter III)

NESSUS/PFEM input and output files for single Z-level

ex_2sjp£em.4at Tue 0_Ltz 24 18t13z00 1997 1

pm 2 -4.500P_,OIL_JiZLIS'?ZC Ji.q,IU,ysxs FOIL s'rI_OCTU$_ ]tlK, Z,k]J_LI'JL'Y Ole EXP2 3 -4.000

*)IVDI_ilJ 4 -3.$00

*L'GI_ 0 5 -3,000

*DATATTI_ g & -3. TOO

tUSM_IPI 3 7 -3,400

eCON_ 3 | -2.100
°NODE 44 _ -1. 800

t_T 3 10 -1. 500

1.3,3 11 -1.200

*_ 3 12 -0.900

1,2,3 13 -0. 600

"l=_ 14 -0.300
"ZFDI_PTNI_ 15 O. 000

_COI(I_7?_TZ ON,_, 1 3 IS 0.300

1,2,3 17 0.600

*lmD 18 0._)00
* IWgI_ I)lI 19 1. 200

*DI_Z]_ 1 20 1. 500

PI 31 1. 800

1577,4 315.41 )/ON(J4L 22 2.100

ppJ_Sln_ 23 2. 400

30 58 1.0 24 2.?00
* DLw13_Z 2 25 3.000

IXOD 26 3. 500
0.17000008.08 O.1700000E÷0T NOP,K._ 2"7 4.00"_

PROP 153 28 4,500

1 58 0.0 1,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2g 5.000

*DZTZ_I[ $ 30 -5.000
A;.I'A 31 -4.500

0.9500000Z*05 0.1900000t-05 NORMAL 32 -4.000

P3AOP 153 33 -3 . SO0

1 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 34 -3,000

*PKRT l 35 -2.700

l 0.1 36 -2.400

*PnT 2 3'7 -2.100
: 0.1 30 -1.100

"pIXT ] 3_ -1.500

3 0.1 40 -1.300

*D_ro 41 -0.900

.IO_ 42 -0.1;00
C ee°oeeee t'egoeeoeeemoel eea o*em*eleo • eo oeee • o t Dee e6t*t Dee_eet e_t e°° °e°t _ -0,300

*F_D( 44 0.000
C .../UD_ZGI_Uq'L" PIPI _DER ZNSZDI PR_ 45 0,300

C 46 O, |00

C 47 0. 900

C 48 1,200

C .., FkP.M(RTZR _kTA 45 1.500

c 50 I,,800

*COKe 0 51 2.100

*DZSP 52 2. 400

*NODI 58 5:3 2 .T00
* I_,]O( =l 54 3.000

153 55 3. 500

* ]lO_l 20 55 4.000

* 1P_lrSgDl_ ST 4. 500

' TIOt'PEX_'t'_Ut 58 5. 000

"_ 2 I , 3 1 "EL]D4 153

ePl_T 10 10 1 1 30

PXESS;U_t 2 2 31
FRDPERTIY 3 3 32

I_OFEXTY 4 4 33

* PRI_q .- : S 5 34
*_ 6 6 35

C *m** MOD_L DATA ? 7 36

*C(X_R 8 8 37

1 -5.000 0.$5 9 9 38

0.S5

0.$5
0,95

0.S5

0._)5

0.95

0.!)5
0.t5

0.95

0._)5

0.9S

0._5

0._5
0.S)S

0._5

0,gS
0._)5

0._)S

0.55

0.$5

0.95
0.55

0.95

O.|S

0.95

0.55

0._5

0.55
0.1;1;5

0.1;1;5

0,61;5

0._1;5

0.1;1;5

0.4;I;5

0.1;1;5

0.1;1;5
0.1;_;5

0.&1;5

O.&l;5

0.1;65

0.1;1;5

0.1;65

0.S_5

O. $E5

0. |1;5

0.t;4;5

0.$1;5

0.1;1;5

0.$1;5

0. i;65

0._65
0.1;1;5

0.|1;5

0.1;65

0._1;5

0.665

0.665

31 2

32 3

33 1;

34 5

35 |

31; 7

37 8

38 5

39 10
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exp2sg£em.cSat _e _ 24 18t13sO0 1997 2

10 10 19 i0 11

11 11 40 41 12

1= 1] 41 42 13
13 13 42 43 14

14 It 43 44 15

15 15 44 45 IE
11 1| 45 46 1"1

17 17 44 47 18

1,11 11 47 il 11)

tj lJ 41 {_P 2O

20 20 49 50 31

21 21 50 51 22
33 32 51 52 33

23 23 53 53 24

_4 24 53 54 35

35 35 St 55 21_

3_; 21 55 5E 2T

]7 3'T 5& 57 38

38 38 57 58 39

• pUJ SI,'1UI

30 51 157T. 4

• 'MD(]']D_'_I:
1 39 t.06

30 59 4.00

,IKXM

|5 1 0.0
_4 1 0.0

• ZTI_k 1 $

40 0.0500

• MkOP 153

1 58 0.1000|*0I 0.17001*08 0.3,(0 O. _5d(_ir-_5 O. 3L,;8 4.0£.04

rnul; HODI

¢ ooeeeeeeoeeseeeeeeeeeelee teeeee oe*eeeoe ee Je**ee o_e s*****t tee s*et • J_ee

WZAT _ or Er_2 _ _TAsrrg

• R'v'_l_d 3

• GIJ'C_"t Z O1( 1

• KI'_OD 1

• ?R.I:H"_ IPT 0

• NqXLTY'FE 1

O, 800000|+04

DISZON SENS ZTZVXTZsP|

........................................................................

TAYLOR S1fltZF.S I[Xp)_ISIOH OF T_[Z FOItN

G • A0 * A.I'XI * A2"X2 (.... ÷ J_N'_

WHitE:

oXp2srjpfel.out 'JL%te _'CLD 24 18s13a42 1997

AO I| TKI COH_'_ Tlm](

JU., A2, .., , AN NtE _ DBSIGW $_SIYTVIYI[S

Xl, X2, .., , _ MUI _ _ V]kRIAIILY.S

TAI"uOK Sl_I_ COEl_rICIl_ff$ IblJ_ I_p,TdCSIOH NO_. O_IG_

A ¢0nr73. VAI,_I V_I_L| POIN'r (HPP) SI_SITIVZTY
..................................................................

0 0.309_4(Z*04

1 0.2333)4|*01 1 O.ISTTiOE.Oi 0.(_534]t+00
2 -0.1233211-03 2 0.170000Z*0| -O.3EI|OgE+O0

$ 0.1E87501÷07 ) 0,$50000|-05 0,2_6730E-02

?I_I_ PAOlIJ_iI_I_r'_IC )_q_YSI| WITH FF|

cop R]_yS

U pROBA/_ILT'I_ ZTER. NO.
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NESSUS/PFEM input and output file for CDF

exp21cd£.d&t Ttte _ul 24 19s_.9_57 1997

*pF]_

C ,., I_011_1_S_2C Mo.r.¥sZ$ POR rrlL_ _MITLXTY 0P IXP2

*t4_'_E71"NlE
*C(:mO 0

* DATATY'Pli 0

* P.L5 PT_I 3

*COHP 3

*NOD| 44

• PI_T ]

1,2,3

*/U_ 3

1,],3

"lOgO
* ZFOI_1111

* COt(_TkTX(:_ 1 3

1.2,3

* IW1_llr Z_I[

* D_'J3_g 1

PI

0.157740001*04 0.31541001•01 NO!q,l(JU,

PP.JLSSUPJ

30 50 1.0

IMOD
O. ITO00001'*'Ol 0.1TO000OI*O? t_l!_L_.,

F_OP 153

1 511 0,0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

*D_P_ 3

_A
0.5500000|-05 0.1900000R-05 NOIq)OU,

I_OP 153

2 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

"PUT 1
1 0,1

• P_T 2

2 0.1

• PIRT 3

3 0.1

C oi •oleo• oeloo Ile•ol'ee• •�•'lee toe• ••ell•el •eeee•e o•e eoQeet ott eeeet o*• •

*FD(

C • * .XO_RZGI_" PZP| O_rDl_ I_SZDE P_ZS_ll

C

C

C

C * . . P_P.AMFL'ZX DATA

C

"CC_$ 0

eDISP
°NOOll 58

*ELIM 28

153

elo%_ 30

•RKESSORE

*TID(lq_ATORE

"LOOll _' 1 • 3 I

"_F 20 10

]P_OIPI0_TI_

l_tOPl_l_f

* lqlt]_ ;- • -

Ce-e* NOD _- DATA- "; ;

"COOP.
1 r" ": _SlO00 O. 55

1

3

4

5
(

!

lO

11

13

14

15
16

ll

15

20

21

22

23

24

25

:?

18

3o

11
32

33

34

35
3_

37

3o

3_

40
41

42

43

44

45

45

47

48

45
5o

51

52

53

54

55

5(

5'7

58
*11JO( 151

1

2

3

4

S

I

-4.500 0.55
-4.000 O._S

-1.500 0.95

°3.000 0.55

-2._00 0.95

-1.400 0.95

-1.100 0._5

-l. S00 0.55

-1.500 0.55
-1.100 0.$5

-0._00 0.55

-0.600 0.55

-0.300 0JS

0.000 0.55

0.300 0.55

0.600 0.55

O.t00 0.55

1.200 0.55
1.500 O.g5

1.800 0.55

2.100 0.55

2.400 0.95

2.TO0 0.55

3.000 0.95

2.50_ 0.95
4.00_ 0.55

4.500 0.55
5.000 0._5

-5.000 0.$_5

-4+500 0.1_5

-4.000 0.465
-3.500 0.4|5

*3.000 0._5

-2.700 0._|5

-2.400 0._5
-2.100 O.ii5

*1.000 0._i5

-1.500 0.$_5

-1.200 0.$_5

-0.500 0.$E5
°0._00 0.|45

*0.300 0.$65
0.000 0.|45

0.300 0.|_5

0._00 0.$(5

0.500 0,_(5

1.200 0.E65

1.500 0.(65
1.800 0.645

2.100 0.1|5

2.400 0.1|5

2.T00 0._65

3.000 0.4_5

3.500 0.|_5

4.000 0.i|5

4.500 0.i45

5.000 0.1|5

1 30 31 2

2 31 32 3

3 32 33 4

4 33 34 5

5 34 35

E 35 3_ 7

7 3_ 37 l

8 37 38
9 18 35 10
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ex'p28cdf.cSat Tue ,Tun 24 19:19:57 1997

10 10 39 40 11

11 1% 40 41 12

13 13 41 43 13
13 13 42 43 ld

14 14 4] 44 15

15 15 44 45 14

11 1| 45 41 17

17 17 41 47 18

1l 18 4_ 48 19

1_ 15 48 45 30

2_ 20 49 50 21
31 31 SO 51 32

23 33 51 52 23

33 23 52 53 24

34 :t 53 54 35

25 25 54 55 31

2i 31 55 56 27

37 27 5_ ST 38

38 20 S? 58 39

"P_TJS01_
30 SI 0.1577400E_'04

• TI]_E_T01_

I 39 4.04

30 58 4.00

iS 1 0.0

44 1 0.0
oZ'rlmA 1 3

40 0.0500

• _ROP 153

1 50 0.1000|_.01 0.1?00E*0_ 0.340 0.9500|*05 0.]168 G.0g*0E

C **eu***e.we,.o.ee*****,***,***************, **. o*.,***** ***,*,**. ooo,,

IO_T _ OP IXP2 t_TR O_T_S_S

• GlnJt_r Z0N 1

• O_T_WF$ 4

• MT_OD 1

• F1U3r_Ol_t 0

,END

*m

exi)28cdf.out Tue 3%T_ 24 18S28:4g 1997

AO TS _ CONSTANT TERN

A1. k2, ... , kN ARE TTrl DES:GM SE_SZTIVZT:ES

XI0 X2 .... , _QT AJ_ _ RMiDON VAXIkBLES

TAYLOR SERII_ CQEFFICZDfT$ I_ EXPAHSIOH NORM. DLqZGN

A C_I_FS. VALUE VARIABLE _INT (MPP) SENSITIVITY
..................................................................

0 0.20_46E*04

l 0.233334t*01 1 0.157740Z*04 0.135343g*00
2 -0.123321E-03 2 0.170000Z*06 -O.36Lilgl_O0

3 0.16|750|÷07 3 0.950000t-05 0.3?i730g-02

FI_RMIq4Q PROBABILZSTZC .Itq,1_YS[S WZTH FPZ

CDF RESULTS

U PRObAbiLiTY ZTER. NO."0.30_8 941E_03 "0.51000000_'01 0.I?012231E-06 0

0.55|4_98_E*03 "0.410000002_01 0._06&6_I6E-04 0

0.1323|9_21"04 °0.31000000B*01 0,9_767132_-03 0

0.308529851*04 "0.21000000E*01 0.17_64357E*01 0
0.385_69_8_*0_ o0.U000000E*01 0.13566110_*00 0

0.43|549$4E_0_ 0.90000000_*00 0.81593991E*00 0

0.51500957_+04 0.1_000000g*01 0._7128151_+00 0

0.591_2950E÷04 0.290000002'01 0._$|13412E_00 0

0._E81_g4_£*04 0.]9000000Z*0L 0._g995188E÷00 0

0.74470935£*04 O.490COOOOE*01 0.99599952£,00 0
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Appendix D

PFEM FILES FOR THE HEAT TRANSFER RELIABILITY

(Chapter IV, data is shown in Fig.16 in Chapter III)

NESSUS/PFEM input and output files for single Z-level

ex_2te.mg£e_z.dut _ _ 22 01:05:39 1997

• FF_

C ... ImOIUkJ_[LXS'?:C AI[CJ_Y_Z8 _.P. ?IDIPI_A2'URE IrA_[._U_ OP I_1t'2 $-_'V1_.
*I(V_I_ZNZ

"COli_ 0

*DATATY_ 0

"P.Z,q PTYPll 1

*COt(P 3

"WODE 6

*PID_ 3

1.2,3

* P,Ak"_R 3

2,3,3
*lDTO

"ZFDIUr _11

*COKI:G'rATZ Oflkl. l 3
1,:1,3

*lDIO

_lr_lDr ZNI[
*DI_ZI41[ 1

DIOD3

0.39955476000K_05 0.3995S47t;000t*04 NIOIU4_[,

PROr $11

S | 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

IDIOD3

0. 588751i0001e*02 0. 588751i0001.01 ),*¢NO*L

PROp $il

3 4 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

*DIUF_RI[ 3
]DIODI

0.TSS3$li*0] 0.715398Z*01 NQKHAL

PROP S8

1 :1 0,0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
*lq_T 1

1 0.1

*/_q'L' 3

3 0,1

• Pl_T 3
3 0.1

*D4'D

*I_D
• • oee*eee *teee**s* 60J_4J6044JJ_ 4 • t Jt i oJ _beC oe toot Jot • • Jeo ttoJeoo • • • • eJ|

* 1J'I_

C ... HIU_.'_ 'I'X,_SlqiX FOR J. _'Lq_qT PZPt I_XP2

c

c

c

c ... pkpJu.[z'TIm DATA
C

• ]lC(_ 20

• COH$ 0 *,

*DZSP

'_DIE 6

• I[L]DI 3
J|

II_DItC ?.

• FI_T 10 10 •

I_OPERTrBS

I*!qOP_T_U

FROPEXTZU

°PR_N

C**'* NOt)EL DATA "--,

"C'O_R

1 k 0. 0000 0.OO00 0.00O0 O.00O0 0.0000 1.0000
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: 0.0O00 10.0000 0.0000 0.00O0 0.0000 1.0000
3 0.0000 10+0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

4 0.O000 20.0000 0.00O0 0.0O00 0.O000 1.0000

5 0.00O0 20.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 1.0000

4 0.0000 30.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

. ][LJ[X 98

1 1 2

3 4

3 5 t

3 2
5 4

*IK_N

| 1 0.0000

6 3 0.0000

1 1 0.0000
t 2 70.0000

1 ] 0.0000

1 4 0.0000

1 $ 0.0000

I I O.0000

*JIAI( l

1 $ 1.0000 1+0000

*_TI[XA 1 3
40 0.0500

*PROP 51
1 2 1.0000 7i,53_0 0.3000 0.0000 2.51-4

3 4 t.0000 $1.1751 0,3000 O.0O00 2.51-I

S i 1.0000 3S955+4T+ 0.3000 0.0000 2.51-(

*FORC
i ] -241.56

°PRZN
"_TA )K3DI

C_iiIIIii. IIIIIIIiIIi+Ii...IIIIIIi+IIIIIII+.II+III+I'I+III'III1911511

*7PI
RETRZGEIqJkNT PIPI IU[LZAJZLITY ti_ Z-LIrVI_IT < $*F)

"aTL_CTICN I

"KIM'HOD 1

* PRZNTO M' 0

*AMJU, TYI_ 1

*D10

*ZLEVID.S 1

5.00000

*fOlD

ex'_2tea_fe_z.out _tn .,Tun 22 01:06:16 1997

&0 IS _ CONST_RT TIr.q)l

X1, k3, . .. . J4H _ T'tT DI_ZG_ S]D(SITrVITIES

Xl, X2. ... , ]D( AJ_ T['[E RJ_DON VJ_lqZABLES

TAY'_R II_.llLt COI[FFZCZIDITI _ I[XPN4SZON )lOP,J4. DI.qZGtN

A COID'T_I. VALUI V_IAltJI FOIIIT (HPP} SENSZYIV][TY
..................................................................

0 -0.T3T50|I*0:
1 0.1513741-05 1 0.35_5551+05 0.1414551+03

] 0,15?15115Q0 2 0.558751Z*02 O.5TIOESZ+O0

] 0.351TE51+00 3 0.T$53551.02 0.4210501*00

FER._Ot_ ?P.OIU_ILZSTTC AI'IAL¥gIS WZ'PII FP_

c_or RESULTS

Z U PROI_BZLZ"/'Y ZTCq_ NO.

0.500000001.01 0.13402T152*0I 0.t05521402*00 0
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NESSUS/PFEM input and output files for CDF

e_2te=_fem.dLat _ Xp: 6 17;14s48 1995

o_rlx

C •,. IqqOIAJbZLZr_:C (CDP) ANA/,YgZS FOR "FID(I=Lq.qTVP.Z FAZI,UXE OP IDal'2

• COI_ 0

6 DA?&_ql 0

eltJ_m Z

oCI_N_ 2
oN_DI |

olqD_ $

1o203
qU_IWXR $

1,2,3

*JlD

• COUlq_ATZCI4AL 1 '1

1,2.1

*DIl)
"IWDIG'Z]_

DIOD3

0.39955476000Z*05 0. 355554"/|0001_05 NOP.tOU.,

PltOF 9|
$ i 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

IHOD2

0. SBIT510001*02 0. 511r/sloooR+ol RORJ4;d,

PROF $l

$ 4 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ID/OOl

0.7153911R*02 0.7|55911|_01 NO_4JU,

PROP ||

1 2 0.0 1.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

• PID_T 1
1 0.1

• tq_'r 2

2 0.1

3 0.1
• I_'tO

• IV1_4

C . .. _.I_T qT.A_rsFI_ FOR A R--'eOIkZGICRANY PZPI EXP2

c

C

c
C ,.. pA._.AHET'_ DATA

CliO_JN 20

"DZSP

• lq_T 10 10 •

°_

1 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 1,0000

8O



2 0.0000 10,0000 0.0000

3 0. 0000 10,0000 0. 0000

4 0,0000 20. 0000 0. 0000

5 0.0000 20.0000 0.0000
$ 0.0000 30.0000 0.0000

*ELEN 911
1 1 2

:t 3 4

3 5 6

,DUPL

3 2

5 4
*BOt,'N

6 1 0.0o00

6 3 0.0000

1 1 0. 0000

1 2 ";0,0000

1 3 0.0000

1 4 0. 0000

1 5 0. 0000

1 6 0.0000
"BEAM 1

1 & I. 0000 3. 0000

• ITERA 1 3
;O 0.0500

*PROP 9B "t

i 2 1.0000 ";B.5390 0.3000 0,0000 3.5E-4

3 4 3.0000 58,8"_50 0.3000 0.0000 3.5|-4

5 6 1,0000 39955,476 0,3000 0,0000 3.5|-4
'FORC

6 2 *243.66

• PR IN

TOTA NODE
"END

C **lHt HOO*OaOI*i**H*QIOOlOta**HtHe*OHHHH***********IIOHIQOI*

*FPZ

HEAT EXCHAGER OF EXP2 WITH DATASETS

"RV_ 3

"GF_CTI ON 1
"DATA_ETS 4

*WETHOD 1

*PRINTOPT 0
"ANALTYPE: 0

*END

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0.0000 0.0000 1,0000

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0.0000 0.0000 3.0000

exp2ttunpfem.out Mon May 19 22:4,0:36 1997

A0 IS THI CONSTANT TERM

At, A2, ... . AN ARE THE DESIGN S_SZTIVITIES

XI, XI, ... , X_ ARE THE RA//DOM VARIABLES

TAYLOR SERIES COEFFICI_qTS RANDOM EXPANSION NORM. DESIGN

A COEFFS. VALUE VARIABLE POINT (HPP] SENSITIVITY
..................................................................

0 -0.737506E*02

3 0.351374E-05 1 0.399555E+05 0.041489E-03
2 0.&97158E+00 2 0.580758E*02 0,571060E.00

3 0.391765E+00 3 0.785358E*02 0.4280_0E*00

pE_ORMII_rO PROBA_ILISTTC ANALYSIS WITH FPI

CDF RESISTS

Z U PROBABILITY ITER. NO.
-0.30039092E+02 -0.51000000E+01 0.17012231E-06 0

°0.23g00941E+03 -0.41000000£+01 0.10668_16E-04 0

-0.177707gOE*02 -0.31000000_÷01 0.96767122E*03 0

-0.12048639E+02 -0.21000000E*01 0.17064357E-01 0

-0.75184080E_01 -0.11000000E+01 0.13566610E_00 0
0.37418138E*01 0.90000000E*00 0.81593991E*00 0

0.709196480*01 0.39000000E_01 0.97128351E_00 0
0.1300211GE+02 0.29000000E*01 0.99813412E_00 0

0.I0_33267_+02 0.39000000_01 0.99995188E*00 0

0.33262410E+02 0.4g000000E*01 0.99999952E_00 0
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Appendix E

PFEM FILES FOR RELIABILITY OF FLUID FLOW

(Chapter IV, data is show in Fig.18 of Chapter III)

NESSUS/PFEM input and output files for a single Z-level

flo_pfe_z,dat Sat _ 28 22:35z52 199"/

C.... PROBA_ILISTZC A/Lt.LYSZ$ FOR FLCW FAILURE

* N%_EFINE

*O::_D 0
* _ATAT_PE 0

"I_.%_TYP I 1

*CC_[P 2

*NODE 2

*PERT 2

1.]

*RANVAR 2

*_

°_EFD_E

*COHI_TAT_ 0NAL l 2

1.2

oRVDEYZNE

* DEFZbTE 1

_OD

14.896 1.4896 _OP_(AL

PROP %|
1 2 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

*DEFINE ]

°350.0 35.0 _ORMAL
roR¢

2 2 1.00

• P_T I

1 0.1

] 0.1

C[_,H,,eO,,O,,oO,,,,.O*oO,,W*,H,,O,*OO,,*''O*OO'''' o''o"

C .-. FLOW IN A CONSTANT 0IAHE'r_t P_FE [wI_h A/Z*-0.1)

c

c

c

c

"CONS 0

"DISP

"_DE 2

° IL_ID( 1

"FORC 1

"PERT 10 10

VT_OC I TY

rOMCZ

"PR_N

"| r._J(

C**** M_DEL DATA

°COOR

1 O. 0000 0. 0000 0_ 0000

2 O. 0000 10. 000 O, 0000

1 1 2

2 1 0.0000

2 ] 0. 0000

1 1 0.0000

1 2 111311,'I

I 3 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000 1.0000

0,0000 0.0000 1.0000
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1 4 0,0000

1 S 0.0000
s o.OQoo

• BEAM 1

1 2 1.0Q00

40 0.0500

• PROP 28

1 2 1.0000
*PORC

2 2 -350.0
-PltZH

_Yr& NODE

oDiD

0.3000 0.0000 2.$Z-4

OES IGN SENS ZT ZV_TI ES

........................................................................

T&YLGR SERIES _pANSZON OF THE FOIU4

G " AO * AI*XI * AZ*X_ * ... • AN*_

kltl_t E :

AO IS THE CONSTANT TERM

A]*. A2 .... , AN ARE THE OESI_4 sGqSIT[VST|ES

Xl. X2, ,.. , XN ARE THE 1_DOI4 V/_q_ABL_S

..........................

TAYLOR SERIES COEFFICEENTS

A COEFF$. VALUE

..........................

0 0,1&0_T4E*04

R_IDOH EXPNqlSZON t_N(. DESIGN

VARIABLE POZNT (HPP| SD;SZTZV_TY
........................................

flc_f_m_.out Bat 3_m 28 22137t13 1997 3

1 0.157735E.o2 1 o. 14|_6oR*o2 o. $0OOOOE.0O

2 0.671_21_.o0 2 *0.3SO000E÷0] -0. S00000E*00

PERIeQN(ING PI_0_AJJ_LI_TIC ANALySIs WZTM F_I

CO_ _SULTS

2 U pROBAbILITY ITEm. NO.
0. I_77400_E*04 0._2174074E*01 0.98(70241E*00 0
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NESSUS/PFEM input and outpout files for CDF

_Zowcdf.4:_t gab _ 28 22:45:21 1997

CP.... PROILJUIZLZS'L'_C AblJU,_SIS TO_ _ FAZ_J'_E

°r_E3'Z_rJE

*OATAI"Y1PI 0

*!_ES _'rYlll i

"CONP 2

*_GDE 2

• PI_T 2

1.2
• R.z_'VAX 2

1.2

*7.1rDl_ ZZ_iZ

* COi(1_AT _Ot,_.L 1 2

1.3

"RVOID'Zt.'E

* DI[.FINI l

DIOD

14. II_)E 1.4096 NON4AL
_OP 90

1 ] 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0,0

*OEF_NZ 2

-350.0 35.0 HOI_4AL

FOXC

2 2 1.00

"PI_T 1
l 0.1

*FI[XT 2

] 0.L

"]i2_D

C ,°,,**.,.,,o...,oo..o*H,o.,Ho,..*,..,*_,,*,**,.,,,,.,

C ... F7._4 IN A CONSTANT DIAMETER PIPE (wi_h A/L-O.I)

c

c

C ... pARN, IF_'EX DATA

C

*/K:_'N 20

*CC,_$ 0
"DZSP

*t_DE 2

* IZ.]_ 1

*FORC 1

*?ERT 10 10

V1CLOCZ'_"

FORCE

"PRI_

"liL;U4
qlDCD

C,**'* MODEL DATA
_R

1 0,0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000 1.0000

2 0.0000 I0,000 0.0000 0.0000 O.0O00 1.0000

"U_lm _l
1 1 2

"BOL_

] 1 0. 0000

] 3 0. 0000

l 1 0. 0000

l ] _,838.7
1 3 0.00O0
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1 4 0.0000

1 S 0.0000

1 6 0.0000
°BEef

I 2 1.0000 1,0000

"I71_t_, 1 ]

40 0.0500

• PROP $ 8

I 2 1.0000 14,|96 0.3000 0.0000 2.5E-4

• FORC

2 2 -350.0

apP.IN

TOTA bIOOE

C,,eOe,o,o*,oH,o,,•.o.•,•,oHHI •,, ,,,o,• ,HH•,,,,,O,tO,O,.OO,
*FPI

FL_W FAILURE PROBABILITY WITH k SERIES Z-LEVELS
• R,..,_A_JN :,

"GFUNCT_ON ?,

"DATASETS 3

• HETHOO 1

J PRINTOPT 0

• N_ALTrYPE 0

*DiD
"END

Oils lGbl $ EMS Z T I V Z T X ES

........................................................................

TAYLOR StRIES ERPA_SION OF THE FORM

G • A0 * AI°XI ÷ A2°X2 * ... ÷ AFI'XN

k34ERE :

A0 IS THE CONSTANT TERM

AI, A2 ..... AN ARE THE OESICN $_SZTIVITIES
XI, X2 ..... ER ARE THE RANDOH VARIABLES

..................................................................

TAYLOR SERIES OOEFFZCZ_fTS KANDON _XpAN$_ON )fORM. DESIG;4
A COEFFS. VALUE VARIABLE POZNT (MPP} S_STTI_TY

..................................................................

0 _ O. | $0_74E*04

flowcdf.out Sat Jun 28 22146z36 1997 3

1 O. IS7735Z*02 1 O. 148960R*02 O. 500000E_O0
2 0. G?1321t,00 2 -0.3S0000Z*03 -G. 500000E_.00

PE_/_P_MING PROKABILIST_C ANALYSIS WZTH FPI

CDF RESULTS

Z O PROBABZLITY ITEX. NO.

0.14343166E*04 -0.51000000e,01 0.17012_31E-06 0

0.1500_564t_04 °0.31000000E_O1 0.96?67122_-03 0

0.15339763E_04 -0.21000000E,01 0.1TI643571-01 0

0.15_TI_6_E_04 -0.11000000t,01 0.13566610E_00 0

0.1_36159_*04 0._0000000E,00 0_81593_lE_00 0

0.1_8558t,04 0.1900_00E*01 0._128351£_00 0

0.17000756Z°04 0.2900_000E-01 0._9|13412E*00 0

0.17332955_°04 0.3_0000_0E*01 0._9_9518aE°00 0
0.17_65154E-04 0.4_000_0E_01 0.99_99)$2E*00 0
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Appendix F

GFUN.DAT AND GFUN.MOV FILES OF IMPOSITIONS

(Chapter IV, data is show in Fig.16 of Chapter Ill)

NESSUS/PFEM input gfun.dat and output gfun.mov files

gfun.dat Tuo ,_1 1 15:39:34 1997 1

_Pn_.,. pRO_ZLIS'TIC _ALYSZS FOR _'R_ IU_ZAilLITY

*NV_EFINE

• _ICD 0

"_TATYPg 0

• J7..15_TlflP2 3

• COMP 3

"HOOK 44
• PERT 2

1,2

1,2
°I_D

• CONP_'rATZC$1AL 1 2

1,2

*I_ID
• Y¢0"OI_ ZNE

• DICFZI_ I

12tOO

0,1700000E+00 0.1700000R*07 NORMAL

PROP 153
1 58 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

"DEFINE 2

ALFA
0.55000002-05 0.1900000g-05 NORMAL

PROP 3.53

1 58 0,0 0,0 0.0 1.0 0.0

PERT0.1 1

• pERT 2

2 0.1

"END

*E4D
C meeeegemetet-eeeee-eteeeeeooa*o'eoeeeoueeo|'egewtoeeeemeenteeeeee°t'e"

*PER

C ...REFRIGERANT PZPR UNDER ZNSZDE

c

c

c

c ,.. pARAMETER DATA

C
•CONS 0

*DIEP

"NOOE 58

"ELEM 28

15]

"B00W 20
• PRESS'0RE

"T_4PERATURE

• LOUB 2 1 3 1

"PERT 10 10
PROPERTY

PROPERTY

*PRIM

°END

D •••, MODEL DATA

"COOR
1 -5.000 0.95

2 -4.500 0.95

3 -4.000 0.95
4 -3.500 0,95

5 -3.000 0.95

6 -2,T00 O.Y5

7 -2.400 0.95

8 -2,100 0.55

5 -1.1100 0.55

lO

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

28

29
30

]t

32

33
34

35

36

37

38
39

40

41

42

43
44

45

46

47

48

45
50

51

52

53

54

55
5(

57

58

• ELEM 153

1
2

3

4

5

(
7

8

%

lO

11

1]

14

15

1(

17

-1.500 0.95

-1.200 0.55

-0.500 0.55
-0.600 0.9S

-0.300 0.95

0.000 0.55

0.300 0.55

0.600 0.55

0,900 0,95

1.200 0.95

1,500 0.55

l,B00 o.g5

2.100 0.95

2.400 0.95
2,700 0.95

3,000 0.55

3.500 0.95

4.000 0.95

4,500 0.95

5.000 o.g5
-5,000 0.605

-4,500 0,665

-4,000 0.665

-3.500 0.665
-3.000 0.665

-2.700 0.S65

-2.400 0.((5

-2.100 0.$$5

-I.800 0,$_5
-1,500 0.655

-1.200 0.465

-0.500 0.665

-O.EO0 0.$(5
°0.300 0.6(5

0.000 0.6(5

0.300 0.(65

0.600 0.665

0.900 0,665

1.200 0.(65

1.500 0,$45
1.900 0,665

2.100 0.$65

2.400 0.865

2,_00 0,885

3.000 0.885

3,500 0.(65
4.000 0.(65

4,500 0.685

5.000 O.(K5

1 30 31 2
2 31 32 3

3 32 33 8

4 33 38 5

5 34 35 (

( 35 38 7
7 3( 37 8

0 37 38 $

9 38 35 10

10 35 40 11

11 40 41 12
12 41 42 13

13 42 43 14

14 43 44 15

15 44 45 18

16 45 46 17

17 86 87 i|
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g£_u2, dst

1| 28 47 48 1_

1_ 19 4| 49 20

20 =0 4S 50 =1

21 21 $0 51 2]

2] 2] 51 52 23
23 ]3 52 53 21

24 ]4 53 54 25

25 25 54 55 26

2J 26 55 56 27

27 27 5S 51 28

28 2| 57 58 29

*PRESSU1U[

2"ue _1 1 15139s34 1997 2

30 58 3300.0

*TID[PI[XATUlll

1 2g 4,06

]0 511 4,0

* lion/

15 I 0.0
44 ]L 0.0

• _[TERA I ]

40 0.0500

"FROIP 153

1 58 0.1000E*01 0.1")008,08 0.340 0._500|-0S 0.31(8 S.0E*0G

• PITON

5TIUI NODll

C t oeeeeelet I*t e,tet,e eeoc• tee eeoett eet eo oeee4*,,*eeee et ee*e eteteee•eeo

KICAT E[CRAGER OF EXP2 W_TK DATA._ETS

°RVNUW 2

°_ZCN I
"DAT)_"]_S 3

"lar;'HOO i

"PRINTO_L" 0

"Ak_[,TYtq[ 1
"1_10

• ZLL'VI[I_ 1

0, II000O01E*04

*IWO

g':l[l].tl. ]IOV _* ,._'ul 1 15t28_37 1997 1

COND_TION I NODE COHPONE_T LAYER

-;_ ...... ;.... ;; ..... ;....... ;-

Z HEOZM;, HY.JU/, S_rO. or_.

0,654937E*04 0.454S]?E.04 0,2125241+03

I_r411U or IRItOIU_LXTy _ 1

LVL. ZO. u, FlO|.. 1 0.|O0000E*04 6.|2S?0 1,000000000

DESZ_ POZTr_ COORD.° SI_ISZ?XVZTY rAC_)U, S_D. DIN. PRON)OU_N 1TAZ_J_
ZO, I_OI. _ 0.800000E*04 1.000000000

I_OD 0.5$97131E*07 0._91887 -_.|24523

_ 0,9|_52_3[-05 -0.01S057 0,10277S

COP P.ES1.1t,?$

Z U FROILA_[LZTY Z'rlG_. NO.

0.80000000_*04 0,_$2S(_S_*01 0.10000000|.01 O
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gf_UD °BOY 8_ 3_n 29 03Z16t45 1997 1

CON_rTZON I NODE COH P_qE]4T LAYER

.................................

L_C]K 0 44 3 1

Z )(_DZkM. I(ZMt, STO. DL%r.

0. |78271E*04 0. 678271E*04 0.212754E*03
N_14mE_ OF l_OLklILI'_r _ 1

LVI,, Z0, _, PROB. - 1 0.100000E*04 5.7215| 0.959959955

DmeZGN _'_ CO_RD.. SENSZTZV'I'_r FACTORS, STD. D_r. PltON _

Z0, I_OB. - 0. 800000|_04 0.999999995

BiOD 0.7274407B_07 0.$9_8|6 -5.720937

klJ'& O. 96440_0R-05 -0.015088 0.0|4326

RRS',_T"
• O FROBABZLZTY 1"1'1_. MQ.

0. 40000000R_.04 O. 5'7215191te*01 0.99_$ 9999B',.00 0

gfU/l. IBOV B'" _u: 29 03s11136 1997 1

CONDITZON i NODE COMPONENT LAYER
.................................

INC! 0 _i4 3 1

Z MEDIAN, I(EMt, STD. DEV.
0.701404Y+04 0.701404E*04 0.212994ue_03

HUt(REX OF PROBABI[.ITY LEVELS |

LVT.. Z0, u, PRO8° _ 1 0.|00000E_04 6.41965 0.559598076
DLqrGH POINT COORD.. $E_SITZVITY rACTOP-5. STD_ DEV. Flq_4 N]U_N V;_UtS

Z0. pROB. , O. 000000E+04 0. 99999B074
DtOD 0.9147492E*07 0.995194 -4.419122

M,F& 0.94322928-05 -0.015071 0.049422

,,o°,o,****,*e**,,,,,o,°o,,oo,,o**,

C'DF ]t_-ULTS• PROBABZLZT'F IT'ID_. NO.

0.90000000|*06 0.44194471R*01 0.99999808|÷00 0

g£'U.,n. ImO'V Sun cru.n 29 03s13:50 1997 1

CO_ITION 4 NODE COMPOND_T LAYI_
.................................

][N_t 0 44 $ 1

• MEDIAN. NZ_q. STY. O_V.

0.766271|+04 0. 748271Z+04 0.213454t*03
I_J(BEX OIe PROBkB_L_TY Lr71K,S |

LVT.,, ZO, u,, PROB.. I 0.8000001_04 ].42343 0._)923:J.2l;21l

DBSZGN _NT COORD., SENSITIVTT_ FACTORS, STY. DEV. FROM MFAM VAL_
Z0. PROB. • 0. 900000Z*04 0.9923124]8

EHO0 O. 1209064E+09 0.999887 -2.423155

ALvA 0.9549244E-05 -0.015039 0.034664

,*,,**,*e,ew,***e,,*****,**********

L'DF uR_TS
PRO_BI_TY ZTmt. NO.0.4000 000R_04 0.24234292_01 0.99231263E_00 0
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gfun.mov Tue Jul 1 1Ss39z56 1997 1

COWDITZON ! HODE COMPONenT LAYER

.................................

INCR 0 44 3 1

Z _IAN, IGZAN, STD. DEV.

0.771604E+04 0.771604E+04 0.2136943÷03

k_XBER OF PROBAiILITT LEVI[LS I

LV_. Z0+ u, RRO|. • 1 0.100000E+04 1.32810 0.$080431G3

DUZGN _INT COORD., SENSITIVITY FACTORS, STO. DEV. FRO_ MEAN V_LUES

Z0, INTO|. - 0.800000_.04 0.%01043163
13100 0.1474129Z*01 0.999817 -1.321651

AL_& 0.9537925R-05 -0.015021 0+0199_1

...1.,...+,..,1.***********,.t,1.**

CDF P_'ULT9
PROBA31LZTY ITWL. NO.0.100 000E*04 0.132110121.01 0.908043141+00 0

g'fun.mov Tue u'_l 1 15:36:47 1997 1

CC_DITION I NODE COH_ONE_T LAYYDI
.................................

0 44 3 I

Z M_DXAM, MEAN, STD. DEV,

0.79493||+04 0.754938E*04 0.213924E+03
mEX OF PROBAJILXTT L]_ I

LVL, Z0, u, lqt0B. - 1 0+|00000E*04 0.236_4 0.$S3531_S0

DESIGN POZNTCOORD., SEN$_TIVTTY FkCT_ILS, STD. DIV. FROM )_V_

ZO, PROB.. 0.800000E*04 0.5935319_0

]_OO 0.1+Sg776Z+08 0.gg98Q8 00.2361_4
ALF& 0.gS0173El-05 -0.0t4959 0.003540

.---*.--.-,.....**1**.**...*...*.i*

t'OF RESt_,TS

U PROBABXLITY IT1Dt. 1+_.0.8000 000|+04 0.23(6401_g+00 0.553531991+00 0

gl'un.moT Tue Jul I 16:17830 1997 1

_ZTION l MODE CGHI_NENT LAYER.

.................................

3_ 0 44 3 1

Z l(_lJ_l, IIZAN, S'I"D. DIN.

0.799604E+04 0.7||1041+04 0.213964|*03

I_I_ Or PROIJ_ILXTY L]_ 1
LYe, Z0, _, nOB. - I 0.|00000E*04 0.01|49 0,507]?75_7

DILSZGII I_INT COORD., SENSITIVITY FACTORS, S"PD. DEV. rROHI_[AN VALO_

Z0, FROB. * 0.800000E*04 0.$0737?$$7
D4OD 0.1696856E÷01 0.999887 -0.0_8422

ALrA 0._5005271-05 -0.015003 0.000277

CDF _TS PROBAJBZLITY NC.

0.1000_0001+04 0.11493751t-0! 0.507377571-00 ITI$_
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Appendix G

DATA AND OUTPUT FILES FOR CALCULATION OF UNION

PROBABILITY

t_O. dat

7, 2, 1
1, 17000000.0,1700000.0

2, 0.0000095,0.0000019

1, 6.825696

2, 5.721588

3, 4.619647

4, 2.423429

5, 1.328801

6, 0.236641

7, 0.018497

i, 6.825696 0.999887

2, 5.721588 0.999886

3, 4.619647 0.999886

4, 2.423429 0.999887

5, 1.328801 0.999887

6, 0.236641 0.999888

7, 0.018497 0.999887

(Chapter IV)

Tue Jul 1 16:23:17 1997

-0.015057

-0.015088

-0.015071

-0.015038

-0.015021

-0.014959

-0.015003

1

t*- ****-** BOUNDS **********

Lower bound = 0.4926211

Ulpper bound = 0.4926211

9O
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